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Choral Group Celebrates 75th Chapel Anniversary New Campus
Safety Measures
Announced
By LIZZIE BROWN
NEWS EDITOR

Erin Caner
The renowned German a cappella sextet amarcord, founded by former members of St. Thomas Boys Choir, performed at the Trinity Chapel last Friday.

By SARAH THAYER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

On Friday, March 9, music lovers of all
sorts filled the Chapel. As the first in a
series of events celebrating the 75th
Anniversary of the Trinity College Chapel,
world-renowned ensemble amarcord performed an amazing set of songs. Founded
in 1992 by former members of St. Thomas
Boys Choir, amarcdrd is "the gold standard in a cappella," hailing from Leipzig,
Germany.
The sextet includes Wolfram Lattke
(tenor), Martin Lattke (tenor), Dietrich
Barth (tenor), Frank Ozimek (baritone),
Daniel Knauft (bass), and Holger Krause

(bass). "This will be amarcord's second
The Chapel Singers were thrilled to be
Trinity Chapel appearance, the last being able to sing with such an esteemed group.
in 2002," said John Rose, College Organist As Catherine Condella '07 and Claire
and Director of Chapel Music, the same Talcott '10 said, "It's not at all something
year it won the German Music we get the chance to hear on campus
Competition for Chamber Music in Bonn. often" and it's "something Trinity is really
This year, however, had an exciting addi- lucky to have." amarcord, whose repertoire
tion: a performance by the Chapel Singers includes music from the Renaissance and
with the vocal group. Robert Edward the Middle Ages, and some contemporary
Smith, Trinity's Composer in Residence, music, was also excited to perform with
composed a song honoring the anniver- the Chapel Singers. 'It's1 a new experience
sary of the chapel, "Quam Dilecta."
for us," one of the members said. This was
"I think it's a once in a lifetime oppor- amarcord's 114th concert during their 15th
tunity," said Peter Kempson 10 of singing tour to the U.S., having started in
with amarcord. The incredible vocalization Newfoundland. Their first song, "Psaume
truly "takes advantage of the beautiful
acoustics of the chapel," said Rose.
see AMARCORD on page 19

On Thursday, March 8, President James
F. Jones sent an e-mail to the Trinity College
community summarizing the recently
revised Campus Safety Plan of Action, In his
e-mail, Jones announced that the plan
would "go into operation immediately."
The initiatives outlined in the Campus
Safety Plan of Action call for the possible
installation of a surveillance camera system
and better lighting on campus. The addition
of lights to the roofs of campus safety vehicles as well as a patrol vehicle to be stationed
on the Lower Long Walk from dusk until
dawn were also included. Other issues that
were mentioned were an improved shutde
system, the hiring of four supplementary
part-time staff members, and farther communication between off-campus Greek
organizations and Campus Safety, The establishment of a Safety Committee comprised
of students, staff, faculty, and parents who
will continue to discuss safety issues on campus was also introduced.
The Campus Safety Plan of Action was
drafted by Jones, along with Dean of
Students Fred Alford, the campus security
team, including Director of Campus Safety
Charles Morris and Associate Director of
Campus Safety Chris Lyons, and the
Hartford Chief of Police in response to "the
recent spate of serious incidents on campus," according to Jones. Also taken into
see ADDITIONAL on page 5

NCAA Discusses Possible ConnPIRG Seeks to End State Hunger
Creation of Division IV
By JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITOR

Division III was created to give
During the month of March,
smaller schools a chance to com- members of Trinity's chapter of
pete in college sports without the ConnPIRG,
Connecticut
guidelines that define the pro- Student Public Interest Research
The question has recently grams in larger schools. Members Group, participated in a Food
been raised among the schools of Division III do not offer stu- Stamp Program, which invited
that comprise the NCAA dents athletic scholarships, and them to live on food stamps
Division III if it might soon be their athletes are held to the high totaling $4 per day for either a
necessary to split the division in academic standards of all other week or a month. Four Trinity
two. Division III is the largest students. Athletes in a Division students took up this challenge
league in the NCAA with 420 III school focus on being student for a week: Dora Turjan, Ian
members. With the growth of athletes rather than just athletes. Hendry '08, Augusta Friendsmith
this large division, the ways in It is this desire for a balance '07, and Scott Dale '07.
"Many of us, and people on
which each school wishes to oper- between school and sports that is
ate has created noticeable divides, the basis of the desire for a split. this campus in particular, have
The schools that currently the privilege of not having to
with some wishing to no longer
comprise
the group are far more face hunger on'a daily basis, or
be restrained by the rules which
varied
than
could have been first on any kind of basis at all," said
govern Division III, which are
imagined.
With
smaller, private Turjan, a Kellner scholarship stunot entirely applicable to all of its
schools,
such
as
Trinity,
and larg- dent from Hungary. "Those of
members.
er state schools, the ways in us who do not live on or below
Among the members of the
which the institutions are run, the poverty level go and get groDivision, disagreements over the
and therefore the way in which ceries or ready-made food whenfundamental role of athletics in
ever they choose to do so. We
an academic setting have
all too frequently take this abilisee
DIVISION
on
page
23
appeared. At its inception,
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
JAMES KUKSTIS
SPORTS EDITORS
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300 Breaks Box Office
Records
Zach Snyder's graphic novel
adaptation crushes the
competition, Page 17

Courtesy of Dora Turjan
ConnPIRG members lived off of food stamps for a week to understand the poor.

ty for granted. We have to keep
reminding ourselves that having
the opportunity to eat a sufficient amount of good quality
food is not a natural, matter-offact component of everyday life.
Without a deep understanding
of hunger, it is likely that we

never think of food as something to be highly appreciated
and to be grateful for."
The Food Stamp Project is
organized and sponsored by the
Charter Oak Cultural Center
see STUDENTS on page 13

Opinions: Campus still suffers from unresolved issues, page 7
Features: Trinity celebrates Islam Awareness Week, pages 14-15
Sports: Equestrian team competes at Conn. College,; page 22
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Corrections for the March
6, 2007 Issue
In Curt Kahn's Opinions article, entitled "Trinity Is Not Adequately
Reacting to Safety Issues," Trent
"T.J." Barber was mistakenly listed as
the Director of Community Service
and Civic .Engagement. "T.J." Barber
is the Associate Director of
Operations and Judicial Affairs for
the Office of Campus Life. Joe
Barber is the Director of Community
Service and Civic Engagement.

AT Column Presents EcoFriendly Date Activities
I am writing in response to last
week's "Around Trinity" column,
specifically the blurb entitled,
"Showers are for Getting Clean, Not

Dirty." I must say that I disagree with
AT when she says that the shared
shower of her "pink flip-flopped
dorm-mate" seemed appalling. In fact,
I applaud whoever those two naughty
ones were, because not only were they
having a good time, they were conserving water, and hey, let's face it friends can reach places you can't (to
steal a quote from That '70s Show). I
wish more Trinity students took this
kind of initiative. I mean, clearly, what
better way to help save the Earth than
to multitask in this fashion?
And actually, I have some other
suggestions for this lovely couple (and
any other such daring duos): for your
next date, walk around your dorm
and do some vigilante recycling. Make
pulling recyclables out of the trash a
contest of sorts - whoever retrieves
the most cans and bottles can enjoy a

Campus Safety is Everyone's Responsibility
Security has been one of the most
important issues around campus lately
following several acts of violence at an
off-campus party and along the Lower
Long Walk. As a result of this increase
in violence, the community has divided into several factions, each advocating a different solution and each casting the blame at another group.
Some community members advocate complete isolation from Hartford
by making Trinity a closed campus,
which, though it would be challenging
to accomplish, could solve several
security problems. Others, though,
feel that security should always be of
secondary importance to Trinity's role
in the community. Some accuse the
administration of not doing enough;
others accuse the students of not taking enough responsiblity. These constant debates, though, do nothing to
solve the problem, and often make it
much worse.
Both sides are right and yet wrong.
They fail to see the truths in their
opponent's arguments and to reconcile their two extreme points of view.
In his e-mail to the campus,
President Jones expresses the duality
that is required for effective campus
safety. "Safety requires two mutually

reinforcing approaches. First, we need
to maintain effective safety system," he
said. "The second half of the equation
is for members of the campus community to practice safety."
Despite the constant accusations
by several students that President Jones
is ignoring the safety problem on campus, I find myself strongly supporting
his point of view as well as the positive
changes the administration has made
to ensure student safety.
Obviously, the College is suffering
from an overall lack of money, and
this has affected everything from academics to social events to, yes, safety.
But, at the same time, the administration has still remained committed to
preserving student safety at all costs:
we have .more officers than many of
our peer institutions and we continually seek to improve our campus safety
policies.
President Jones is right, though,
much of the responsibility lies with
students. In our modern and often violent world, safety is a concern for
everyone in all locations, regardless of
age, race, and wealth. We cannot continue to use our age, our location, or
our situation as excuses to hide behind
a wall. We must recognize that there
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nice "prize" afterward, so that really,
no one will be a loser. But don't stop
there! Ask yourselves this question:
How many people does it take to
switch a light bulb? The answer: It
doesn't really matter! As long as y'all
are switching out those nasty (and
not in the good way) incandescent
bulbs for sexy compact fluorescents
(they have all the right curves, wink,
wink, nudge, nudge), you can keep
the atmosphere cooler (CFLs emit
less heat), and then raise the temperature in other ways, if you get my
gist.
So if you're looking for creative
ways to get down, think environmentally-friendly, and you'll definitely be doing it right in more
ways than one.
KRYSTAL L RAMIREZ
CLASS OF 2010

The Erasmus Prize in the Humanities is
awarded annually to the Junior or Senior
judged to have written the best essay in
the Humanities during or after completion
of the Sophomore year.
The submission can be in the form of an
essay written for a course, adapted from
course-work, or one specially written for
the competition.
Questions? E-mail kenneth.lloydjones@trincoli.edu
All submissions (four copies) due to the
office of Modem Languages and
Literature (Seabury 45) no later than

3 p.m., MONDAY APRIL 2,
2007

will always be a threat of crime and
violence in our lives, and we must
develop positive solutions for dealing
with it.
Much of the violence and crime
on campus is, to contradict the
Trinity myth, not done by "Hartford
locals," but by our own students.
While there have been certain incidents that do derive from community
members, it is unfair to brand all of
Hartford as threatening to Trinity.
What is my solution to the problem? Frankly, there is no "solution."
Crime is present everywhere and it is
not something that can magically disappear. It is only through increased
vigilance and responsibility that we as
individuals can take control of our
own safety. At this points, we" are all *
adults, and we should show it by conducting ourselves in appropriate ways.
It is a great disservice to us all administrators, faculty, and students;
alike - to point fingers and cast blame
instead of looking out for each other
and making responsible decisions. If
we continue to argue about the petty
differences between each point -of
view, we will never accomplish anything, and our campus will constantly remain an unsafe place.

Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of paint can beverages
to rain on the last weekend
before spring break*
*with the highly entertaining concoction made in an unused
paint can being a 10
and puddle jumping on the way home being a 1

paint can: 10
MF's friend from the middle of nowhere NY
recalled a fairly brilliant game he had heard of
earlier this year called "paint can," which
involves combining various beverages, ice, and
frozen lemon juice concentrate in an unused
paint can and proceeding to drink said mixture. The thing that really made the experience original was the addition of lovely, multicolored crazy straws. Nice guys, nice.
rain: 1

Normally MF kind of enjoys the smell of fresh
rain. However when a torrential downpour
began while MF was walking home in shoes
that were not meant to get wet, MF was not
overjoyed. Not ok, weather gods. MF wants
sunshine 24/7. Starting now. And go.
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ACES Charity Auction Raises Money for Local Teenager with MS
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR

home schooling."
auction is still uncertain. Hoyle
According to webmd.com, explained that "the disease comes
"Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a in waves and has progressed then
On Thursday, March 8, the chronic neurological disease that regressed more so than we antici16th Annual Community Events involves the central nervous sys- pated over the course of these last
Staff (ACES) Charity Auction was tem-specifically the brain, spinal few months. This being the case,
held in the Mather Dining Hall. cord, and optic nerves. MS can Ciara's needs have been" constantAccording to Director of cause problems with muscle con- ly changing. She has spent the
Community Service and Civic trol and strength, vision, balance, majority of the new year in
Engagement Joe Barber, the event sensation, and mental functions Hartford Hospital, but has
benefitted
a
[...]
In
MS, recently returned home." Hoyle
"whole range of
immune
cells continued, "some of the things
"The auction raised
local and interna$2450. Overall the auc- from blood ves- we are currently considering
tional
groups
sels enter the include a new bed (kind of a like
tion went great, after a
including
brain, spinal cord, an electric hospital bed without
Immaculate
or optic nerves side rails) and bedding for her
slow start."
Conception
and cause areas of room, as well as a possible bedShelter, Youth
i n f l a m m a t i o n , room makeover. We'd love to be
- President of ACES,
United
for
demyelization, able to send her and her mother
and nerve dam- away somewhere for a relaxing
Maggie Rivera
Survival, Peter's
age."
weekend. Again though, this is
Retreat,
and
Habitat for Humanity," among
Last year, the Wishmakers all dependent upon her condiothers.
Theme-Quad adopted Ciara. tion."
This year's proceeds will go to Sarah Hoyle, the Graduate
The items put up for auction
Ciara, a 16-year-old girl from Assistant for the Office of came from both the Hartford and
Hartford who has been involved Community Service and Civic Trinity communities. Rivara specwith Dream Camp, an after- Engagement, noted that last year, ified that "We get many, many
school mentoring program that, thanks to a donation from a gift certificates donated from
for 10 years, has brought local Trinity student through the St. restaurants and we get gift certifiHartford students to Trinity Anthony's Hall Community cates from spas and stores."
College and paired them with Service Award, they had "pur- Around Trinity, many faculty and
Trinity students. President of chased a laptop computer, case, staff donated a dinner or lunch in
ACES Maggie- Rivara
'07 and accessories for her in hope their company. A cappella
explained, "two years ago, Ciara that it will make it easier for her groups, the bookstore, and the
was diagnosed with Multiple to stay on top of her work and Athletics
Department
were
Sclerosis. Since then, she has keep in contact with her friends." among some of the Trinity
undergone a lot of treatment and
What will be purchased for groups that donated.
has unfortunately had to have Ciara with the money from the
Specific items that were auc-

Green Campus

Showcases Trim Waste

of around $2,000 has been set,
but this year ACES hoped to raise
$2,500. According to Rivera, "The
auction raised $2,450. Overall, the
auction went great, after a slow
start. The highest item sold was
the faculty parking passes (which
are always the most bid on)
although they both went for a
bargain of $250 and $100 dollars
(usually much more!). Mo's
Midtown (a breakfast restaurant)
as well as other particular restaurants and the a cappella groups

Courtesy of Lindsay Mackintosh
The ACES Auctioned raised $2,450 total for Ciara, a 16-year-old girl with MS.

Global-Urban Dean finalists Announced
By LAUREN TURLIK
NEWS EDITOR

This past Friday, March 9,
Dean of Faculty and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Rena Fraden announced the three
finalists for the new position of
Raether Professor, Dean and
Director of the Center for Urban
and Global Studies. The search for
this new position began last
semester.
The search committee was
composed of Dean Fraden,
Manager of the TRINFO Cafe
Carlos Espinosa, Professor of
Philosophy Dan Lloyd, Associate
Professor of Biology Joan
Morrison, Associate Professor of
European
History
Susan
Pennybacker,
Professor
of
International Studies
Vijay
Prashad, and Professor of
Anthropology James Trostle.

Sunday, March 4, Green Campus collected recyclables along Vernon St. that had been thrown away,
and collected them on the Cave Patio, The demonstration was meant to increase awareness about
recycling on campus. The event was prompted by a
discussion between environmentalist students and
faculty that occurred during a lunch meeting in the
fall of 2006. Green Campus wanted to show people
how much of the waste stream could be diverted if
Trinity students and custodial staff had a wholehearted commitment towards recycling. The demonstration was meant to reach people who have not
been receptive to standard types of recycling education. For more information, see the Community
Service Spotlight on page 10.

tioned this year included small
concerts by the Trinitones,
Accidentals, and Pipes, lunch
with President James F. Jones, and
dinners with various other Trinity
staff members such as Reverend
Heischman. Gift certificates to
Black Eyed
Sally's,
Mo's
Midtown, and Hot Tomatoes, as
well as more campus oriented
items like a "Park Anywhere on
Campus Parking Pass" and Trinity
athletic gear were donated.
In the past a fundraising goal

Candidate Schedule
Jan Nijman
March 26, 4 p.m. Alumni
Lounge
March 27, 12 p.m. Terrace B,
4 p.m. Alumni Lounge
Hilary Silver

March 28, 12 p.m. Alumni
Lounge, 4 p.m. Terrace B
March 29, 4 p.m. McCook
Auditorium
Xiangming Chen
April 2, 4 p.m. Rittenberg
Lounge
April 3, 12 p.m. Alumni
Lounge, 4 p.m. Faculty Club

The members of the committee looked for distinguished candidates that have a national or international reputation as a scholar
dedicated to urban and global
studies. However, he or she must
also be educated in a wide variety
of Fields, rrom the sciences to the
arts, in order to more widely connected to the Trinity community.
He or she must also be able to
contribute to Trinity's strong
foundation in the liberal arts.
Creativity, energy, and commitment were also important components.
The chosen candidate will
"play a leading role in developing
the center and will direct its internal and public programming,
overseeing many administrative
offices and faculty and staff initiatives. In addition, we expect the
candidate to link more closely academic programs to the myriad
forms of experiential learning that
the campus now undertakes here
and abroad," said Dean Fraden in
a campus-wide e-mail.
Jan Nijman, Hilary Silver, and
Xiangming Chen are the three
finalists for the new Dean position. They will visit Trinity
College in late March and early
April to discuss their research and
vision of the center, and two other
public presentations to express
their urban and global initiatives.
The search committee invites the
entire campus to attend the discussions and encourages any comments on the finalists to be sent
to Dean Fraden (rena.fraden@trincoll.edu).
The first finalist that will visit

Trinity is Jan Nijman, a Professor
in the Department of Geography
and Regional Studies at the
University of Miami. Nijman
received a B.A. and an M.A. in
Human Geography from the
University of Amsterdam and a
Ph.D. from the University at
Colorado. Stated research and
teaching interests include urban
and regional development, globalization, comparative urbanism,
and geopolitics. He has regional
expertise in Metropolitan Miami
and Greater Mumbai, as well as
over a decade of field research in
India. Nijam has received several
professional honors and awards
including
the
Guggenheim
Fellowship in 2003. Nijman will
visit Trinity on March 26 and 27.
Hilary Silver is an Associate
Professor of Sociology and Urban
Studies at Brown University, She
received a B.A. in Sociology and
Political Science from Bar-Ilan
University, and an M.A., M.Phil,
and Ph.D. in Sociology from
Columbia
University. Silver's
resume includes a long list of
book chapters and article publications, including one documentary
film, South Side: The Gains and
Strains of Diversity, broadcasted
on
Rhode
Island
Public
Television. Current projects
include a book manuscript titled,
Fighting Social Exclusion in
France and Germany and an edited volume titled, New Immigrants
in Urban New England. She has
received
several
Fullbright
Fellowships. Silver will be visiting
see THREE on page 6

ByANJAMILDE
NEWS WRITER

the attic before it was finally
extinguished.
Also, at Boston University
During the recent Health two students died early Saturday
and Safety Inspections, many morning, Feb. 24, in a fire at an
dorms were found with disabled off-campus apartment, and a
or covered smoke detectors. third student in serious condiTrinity College administrators tion was taken to Massachusetts
are taking into account that fire General Hospital. The fire startis the third leading cause of acci- ed shortly after 5 a.m. and
dental deaths in the United spread quickly through two
buildings.
The
States and are reinforcing proper apartment
Boston Fire Department said
fire safety in dormitories.
"We did just finish our bi- that a candle burning in a bedannual Health and Safety room was to blame for the
Inspections and did see several breakout of the fire.
students who either disabled or
Last week, T.J. Barber,
covered their smoke detectors," Associate
Director
for
said Amy DeBaun, Director of Operations and Judicial Affairs,
Campus Life. "Given the fire
released a Fire
that happened
and Life Safety
"Fire safety is a serious Notice to focus
on
Crescent
Street and the
the
students5
matter and it is the
two
students
attention on the
responsibility of all
who recently lost
seriousness
of
room and building
their lives in an
that
issue.
off-campus fire
"During
our
occupants."
at
Boston
most
recent
round of Health
University, we
- T.J. Barber, Associate and
Safety
felt it would be a
good idea to
Inspections
in
Director for
reinforce how
campus
resiOperations and Judicial
critical fire and
dences, we noted
Affairs
life safety sysa
substantial
tems are to the
increase in the
residence halls," DeBaun added. number of students covering
Around noon on Friday, Jan. and/or tampering with fire safe26, a fire began in the basement ty equipment," Barber said.
of a Trinity-owned apartment
As a consequence these stubuilding at 51-53 Crescent St., dents will be facing additional
sparked by heat from the fur- sanctions up to and including
nace. The fire arose due to flam- Residential Censure. Residential
mable materials near a furnace Censure is defined as a result of
exhaust vent, and it spread to more serious blame than that

for which admonition is given.
Censured persons are not in
good standing and may be automatically suspended from housing or otherwise restricted if
they receive a second censure.
Residential censures are noted in
a students' file, but not on transcripts.
Moreover, "repeat offenders
will be facing sanctions up to
and including removal and
restriction from on-campus
housing,"
said
Barber.
Restriction from college housing
prohibits the student from residing in any College-operated residence hall on either a temporary
or permanent basis. Students
may reapply for housing after
the stated period of restriction.
Specific restrictions of access- to
residence halls during the period
of suspension may also be
invoked. Restriction also usually
includes forfeiture of any fee
rebate for the remainder of the
semester.
According to Barber, "fire
safety is a serious matter and it
is the responsibility of all room
and building occupants." Smoke
detectors are a critical part of
the fire systems installed in
every residence hall. They are
the students' first line of
defense, and provide an early
warning in the event of fire and
may allow precious time to
reach safety. Covering or tampering with a smoke detector
endangers- not only one's own
life, but also the lives of everyone in the residence^ hall.

Apply to Live in the Fred Next Year!

Fire Safety Tips
Provided by Associate Director for Operations and Judicial Affairs T.J. Barber

DO NOT overload electrical outlets and make sure
extension cords are used properly.
DO NOT cover and/or tamper with smoke detectors or
sprinklers.
DO NOT smoke in College buildings.
DO NOT use candles/incense in your room.
DO NOT leave cooking equipment unattended when in
use.
DO NOT leave lamps on when you are not in your
room.
DO KNOW at least two ways out of your residence hall.
NEVER disregard fire alarms, immediately exit the residence hall or building.
DO NOT search for hallmates or items before exiting
the building. Exiting the building is your first concern.

Students are expected to
familiarize themselves with the
fire safety protocol, exercising
all precaution to prevent fires in
the residence halls. Residents
must know the emergency exit
locations and evacuation procedures specific to their dormitory. Fire alarm pull stations, fire
extinguisher cabinets, smoke
detectors, and exit signs must
not be covered under any circumstance, and exits must
remain free frorn obstruction at

all times - even temporary
obstruction of such items is prohibited.
Trinity College will not tolerate students endangering their
lives and those of fellow students. Fire safety is a very serious matter and should not be
taken lightly. If students have
any questions regarding fire safety in residence halls or the residential judicial system, they can
contact T.J. Barber at extension
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Campus Safety Report

The mission of the Fred Pfeil Community Project is to create a comfortable
and vibrant space for all students to unite social, cultural, and intellectual
interests, thereby enriching campus life. Housed in Summit East dormitory,
we sponsor weekly Friday night social events and daily group-run events
(such as reading groups, film screenings, and casual Scrabble games). Every
member is expected to participate in one of these common interest groups,
in addition to being a generally active presence in the community. We are
looking for a group of engaged students interested in forging their own college experiences.

Friday, March 9
At 7:33 a.m., Campus Safety Officers responded to a fire alarm set off by a smoke detector
on the second floor of Jackson Dormitory.
Upon arrival, the Officers concluded that the
smoke had been caused by a student who had
accidentally burned his or her Pop-Tarts. The
Officers reset the alarm and left.

After we've considered all of the applications, we will invite selected applicants to an interview with the admissions committee. Once admitted, we will
do our best to accommodate everyone's individual housing preference, but
we cannot guarantee any specific arrangements.

Sunday, March 11
At 12:27 a.m., Campus Safety Officers
responded to a fire alarm in Frohman-Robb
Dormitory. Upon arrival, the Officers found no

smoke or fire. All the students were evacuated

Please drop off TWO copies of your application by MARCH
26 in the Community Service Office.
Please feel free to contact Stephanie Glover or Matt Milner with any questions.
Application Form:
Name:
Class:
Email:
Phone Number:
Student ID number:

Please include your student ID number on each page. This cover page with
your name on it will be held separately until we select applications for interviews.

from the building. The Officers proceeded to
the basement hallway area of the building,
where the alarm had been set off. There was a
strong smell of marijuana and it was concluded that the smoke from students smoking marijuana had set off the alarm. The Officers reset
the alarm and left.
Monday, March 12
At 2:23 a.m., Campus Safety Officers responded to a report of vandalism on the first floor of
Funston Dormitory, near one of the exits. An
electrical light had been pulled away from the
wall, probably by a student, and the lighting
had to be replaced because it was a safety
hazard. The Officers ordered for its immediate
replacement and left.
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Current Requirements Under Review Additional Lights to be
Added for Student Safety
By JAMES KUKST1S

The faculty will have the chance
to voice their concerns with the
proposals to the Committee on
In Spring 2002, a Curricular Wednesday and Thursday, March
Review Committee was formed 14 and 15. All members of the
to rethink the general portion of Trinity community are encourthe curriculum at Trinity. aged to send their comments or
Though the plans
concerns via elaid forth by this
mail
to the coThrough criticisms and
Committee
in
chairs of the
comments about the
the fall of 2002
Curriculum
were dismissed
Committee,
earlier plans, the
due to being "too
Professor
of
Committee worked to
resource intensive
Philosophy Dan
write proposals that
and / or too burLloyd
and
densome for stuwould both take into
Associate
dents to schedule
of
consideration these cri- Professor
during their four
Psychology
tiques as well as bene£t
years,"
the
David Reuman.
the College as a whole.
groundwork laid
The proposby this commitals, copies of
tee can be seen in the proposals which were e-mailed to every
more recently set out by the member of the Trinity communiCurriculum Committee, though ty, outline six specific areas for
these specific plans are the sec- work. The first would establish a
ond ones proposed by this second-language requirement, in
Committee.
that a student would have to
The changes to the College show their capability in a lanare provoked mostly by the guage other than English upon
changing times. "The decades entering Trinity, or fulfill that
ahead may bring transformation, capability before graduation. The
if not upheaval," states the pro- second is a reform of the Firstposal's introduction. "These Year Seminar program, in which
transformations are monumental students would be eligible to get
in themselves, but in the century major or minor credit for their
ahead they will interact, fueling First-Year Seminars (FYS) or
program
(Guided
each other. Every person on the Gateway
Studies, InterArts, Cities, and
planet will be affected."
Science
Through criticisms and com- Interdisciplinary
ments about the earlier plans, the Program). The third, a Writing
Committee worked to write pro- Requirement for all students,
posals that would take into con- would also deal with the FYS, in
sideration these critiques as well that students would have to deal
as benefit the College as a whole. more heavily in writing first for
SPORTS EDITOR

their seminar and later on for
their major.
The next is a Hartford and
Global Engagement requirement,
requiring students to take one
"Hartford engaged" course, and
one "Global engaged" course.
The fifth part of the proposal is
for a Co-Curricular requirement
and the establishment of an
online "extended Transcript."
This would make it necessary for
students to attend four co-curricular events chosen from a varied
list of events and activities on
campus each semester that they
are in residence at the Hartford
Campus. These would be chronicled in an online transcript
designed to "record his/her activities and achievements with
respect to the goals of civic
engagement, intellectual commitment, and contributions to campus life." The final section of the
proposal suggests that the
General Education Council be
re-established, to "oversee the
day-to-day implementation of the
general education curriculum."
The Curriculum Committee
plans to bring forth a motion at
the faculty meeting scheduled for
April 10, asking Trinity's faculty
to approve the general education
proposals, though perhaps slightly changed due to comments and
suggestions made by members of
the Trinity community. The
Curriculum Committee will also
recommend the proposals to the
Board of Trustees for adoption.
The changes would be in effect
for the Class of 2012.

continued from page 1

Samar believed that the addition of the patrol car to on the
account were suggestions made by Lower Long Walk will be "extremestudents, parents, faculty, and staff, ly helpful" and that the improved
as well as campus safety practices lighting, both around areas on
at other schools like University of campus and on top of Campus
Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins Safety vehicles "will be a very
strong visual deterrent against
University, and Yale University.
Alford maintained "student crime."
Alford emphasized that "a vigiinput has been critical to the
process, not only for the good lant Campus Safety staff, good
ideas they have brought forward lighting, and safety programs such
[...] but also for the feedback on as safety workshops, escort systhings we currently do or are con- tems, and surveillance cameras will
sidering." Through mediums such not guarantee the safety of 2000
as the Campus Safety Forum held students 24 hours a day. I firmly
on Feb. 28, students have been believe they are helpful in avoiding
able to voice their opinions effec- problems, but they have to be
joined by individuals who practice
tively.
According to IDP Senator Jim personal safety and who look out
Samar '08, a member of the for their friends."
Campus Infrastructure Committee
Some
students
question
of SGA, reforms have been in whether Trinity may be able to
progress since at least October increase its students' safety by fur2006. "Last October 2006, myself ther separating itself from the
and a couple of other Campus Hartford community. "I live on
Infrastructure Committee mem- campus and see many examples
bers did a 'Night Walk' with the where our efforts to include the
Assistant Director of Campus community redound to the beneSafety Chris Lyons and two of his fit of all," Alford said. "The more
Campus Safety officers," said moving examples are Halloween
Samar. "It was after this walk that on Vernon or the skating prothe ball started in motion towards grams in the rink. Obviously when
improved lighting in a number of a student is the victim of a crime,
spots oh campus [...] Two weeks these common goods seem less
after this walk, Andrew Pedro '08 important. However, we expect
and myself met with Alford for 30 Trinity students to be the next genminutes to propose the plan." eration of civic, corporate, profesAlford said that these "Night sional, artistic, education, and
Walks" have been performed each scholarly leaders and they will have
semester for "the past few years."
to face problems of social justice."

Department of English
2007 Prizes
The Fred Pfeil Memorial Prize in Creative Writing
This Prize in Creative Writing of $500 will be awarded annually for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry, play script,
screenplay, creative nonfiction) which addresses the issue of
social justice and the impact of culture and politics on human
relationships. One submission per student.
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175, and $100
for short stories of any length. One submission per student.
POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200,
$125, and $75. Up to four pages of poetry from each student.

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a
nationally-distributed journal. One submission per student.
PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and
$100 for one-act play scripts. One submission from each
student.
ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150
for expository writing. Papers originally written for college
courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and
retyped. One submission from each student.

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
FRIDAY, March 30,2007 at 4:00 p.m. All submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts to Roberta Rogers-Bednarek in
the English Department.
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON YOUR WORK. PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR
NAME AND BOX NUMBER TO ENSURE ANONYMITY. Submissions will not be returned. Winners will be announced
at the Honors Day Ceremony, on Friday, May 4, 2007, at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.
SPEECHES
The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and $200.
"Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes long on some contemporary issue selected by the student
speakers. Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with Margaret Grasso in the English Department (x2455) by
Friday, March 30.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 3, 2007, in Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
^ , " ' I
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News from the NESCAC
Colby College: In September 2006, Amazon.com launched,
under Colby Alum Bill Carr's '89 supervision, Amazon Unbox.
According to the press release, Amazon Unbox would be "a
new digital video download service offering customers thousands of television shows, movies, and other video content
from more than 30 studio and network partners from
Hollywood and around the world." Unbox claims to be the only
video download service offering DVD-quality picture. Its
"RemoteLoad" technology also allows customers to purchase
content using one PC (at the office, say,) and download it to
another. As Carr noted, "Now Amazon.com customers can
choose to get videos delivered to their doorsteps from
Amazon's DVD store or choose Amazon Unbox and download
DVD-quality picture movies or television shows to their PC."
"We're pleased with the early results," he said, "but we're continually soliciting customer feedback and making adjustments."

Wesleyan University: Magda Teter, Assistant Professor of
History, has been awarded a grant from the Harry Frank
Guggenheim Foundation. The grant will fund archival research
for Teter's second book on Jewish-Christian violence and coexistence in earfy modern Poland (T6th through earfy T8th centuries). Combined with other fellowships, the grant will permit
Teter to spend a year working on this new book. Teter is one of
only eight researchers this year to receive a research grant from
The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation. For more information go to www.hfg.org

Williams College: Williams College has announced the promotion of six assistant professors to the rank of associate professor
with tenure, effective July 1, 2007. They are Magnus
Bemhardsson (modern Middle Eastern history), Satyan
Devadoss (mathematics), Soledad Fox (Spanish and comparative literature), Eric Goldberg (medieval history), Marjorie
Hirsch (music), and Darel Paul (political science).

, ^ ,.-.(*
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Three Dean Trustees Hold Semesterly
Candidates 'Student Forum' Meeting
Visit Trinity

expressed the opinion that their
main area of concern was the
College's expanding presence on
Allen
Place. When a trustee asked
On
Friday,
March
9,
the
continued from page 3
Trustees of Trinity College held if any blue-light telephones were
Trinity on March 28 and 29.
their semesterly "Student Forum." on Allen Place, the students could
Xiangming Chen is the third The forum, chaired by Trustee only respond in the negative.
finalist to visit Trinity. Chen is a Peter Blum '72, focused mainly on
Toward the end of the forum,
Professor of Sociology with cour- the issue of campus climate - the the issue of community and camtesy appointments in Political same issue from last semester. The pus relations was raised. Most in
Science and Urban Planning and students in attendance, chosen by attendance made the point that
Policy at the University of Illinois Dean of Students Fred Alford, they were not afraid of the
at Chicago, as well as Lecturing were all very responsive to the Hartford citizenry but rather of
Professor in the School of Social trustees questions and concerns.
"indignant students on Friday and
Development and Public Policy at
A major theme among the stu- Saturday nights." The general attiFudan University in Shanghai, dents in attendance was the issue tude among student attendees was
China. Chen received a B.A. in of social class - many attendees that, while the city has its probEnglish from the Beijing Foreign were from non-affluent back- lems, they do not leak into campus
Language Institute and an M.A. grounds and recounted stories of so much as people think. This
and Ph.D. in Sociology from their time at Trinity, stories which attitude was not shared by most
Duke University. Chen's resume often involved middle-class stu- students who live closer to Allen
includes multiple publications dents being uncomfortable with Place, the campus's most fluid
from magazine articles to books in the expensive habits of the upper boundary. Most students asked
both English and Chinese. As class. However, the general consen- for more community integration
Borders Bend: Transnational sus among students seemed to be however. Victor Castillo '08
Spaces on the Pacific Rim is that, while class differences are dif- expressed his concern that local
Chen's most recent book publica- ficult to overcome at Trinity, by citizens are "not allowed downtion. Chen has also recently junior or senior year most students stairs [in the computing center]
received a grant for organizing a "have it figured out" as one partic- anymore" and that we could solve
workshop on global city-regions ipant stated.
the library problem by simply
in Asia and Europe. Chen will
The conversation briefly shift- "giv[ing] them library cards" like
visit Trinity College on April 2 ed to the subject of safety on cam- any other library.
and 3.
pus, particularly in the aftermath
On that note, the Forum come
All of the candidates' resumes of the stabbing of Sam Slater '08 to a close and the trustees thanked
and biographies may be viewed at outside Sigma Nu. While the the students for all they had
www.trincoll.edu/deancampus. trustees praised President Jones' learned that morning and promThe site is only accessible to mem- recent letter explaining the new ised to take it with them to their
bers of the Trinity community.
campus safety initiatives, students other meetings.
By JOE TARZI
MANAGING EDITOR
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Trinity's Issues of Racism,
Apathy Still Problematic
ByJOETARZI
MANAGING EDITOR

which was strange considering that, in 1994, Al Gore had
only just invented the internet
They
say and we were still almost a year
that the more away from the first female starthings change, ship captain. It was a strange,
the more they almost backwards time. It's hard
stay the same. to imagine that we could have
That may be anything in common with the
an understate- neanderthals of this dark, dismal
ment at Trinity time period.
As
you
may have
That particular Tripod issue,
College,
this
a whopping 32
noticed,
page
behemoth,
week's Opinions
I was struck by how
struck me as
Section contains
similar 1994 was to
interesting. The
a comic from the
bulk of the
Feb.
15, 1994
2007 - which was
issue was devotissue
of
The
strange considering
ed to then curTrinity Tripod.
rent
Trinity
that, in 1994, Al Gore
This "retro-toon"
president
Tom
contains
many
had only just invented
Gerety's
decireferences that are
the internet and we
sion to leave
still valid today:
for
were still almost a year Trinity
the
"apathy
A
m
h
e
r
s
t
level," the "comaway from the Erst
College, a mere
munication barrifemale starship captain. five years into
er," and the "colIt was a strange, almost his promised 10
lapse of the Greek
year term.
system."
Long
backwards time.
In reading
story short, in trythis issue I
ing to determine
the author of this timeless clas- couldn't help but develop a sigsic I decided to pull the Feb. 15, nificant dislike for President
1994 issue from the Tripod Gerety, a dislike that was shared
archives. Upon looking through by commentators throughout
the old issue, I was struck by
how similar 1994 was to 2007 2***"" "*f«? STUDENT

Changing Daylight-Saving
Time Damaging, Hurtful
By SAN-EOU IAN
FEATURES EDITOR
Imagine my
surprise when I
was out partying
late
Saturday night,
^ ^
x?;. only to find
m\
' 'j£j that I had lost
tHI. \
A~ i a n l 10U r of partying to the earlier daylight-saving time. Not only did this
mean one less hour of debauchery, it also meant the early
morning passed by much more
quickly.
I was quite eager to blame
President Bush on this one,
who, it seems, has gotten the
flak for a lot of other things as
well. Interestingly enough, there
are also others who seem quite
putoffbyDST.
Many have argued that DST
helps in energy conservation
efforts, and as a part of an energy bill passed in 2005, DST has
been expanded. However, savings only occur if evening energy reduction outweighs morning
increase.
A U.S. Department of
Transportation study has shown
that DST only reduced energy
consumption in the United
States by one percent. Critics
argue that the energy savings of
DST are overstated, and that

DST can sometimes increase
energy consumption and peak
demand.
Also, the rise in usage of air
conditioning systems calls older
energy models into question. In
2000, when parts of Australia
began DST in late winter, overall
electricity consumption did not
decrease, but the morning peak
load increased.
Currently, there is no clear
evidence that electricity will be
saved by the 2007 U.S. rule
change, as argued in a California
Energy Commission
study
released in early 2007.
DST can also adversely affect
farmers and others whose workhours are set by the sun. For
example, grain harvesting is best
done after dew evaporates, so
when field hands arrive and
leave earlier in summer, their
labor is less valuable.
Clock shifts disrupt sleep
patterns, and correlate with
decreased economic efficiency.
Researchers estimated in 2000
that the daylight-saving effect
implies a one-day loss of 31 billion dollars on the NYSE,
AMEX, and NASDAQ, alone.
DST's clock shifts have the
obvious disadvantage of complexity. People must remember
to change their clocks and peosee MOVING on page 8

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONTROL.

The above cartoon was published in the Feb. 15, 1994 issue of the Tripod. It was drawn by an unknown cartoonist.

Alberto Gonzales Resignation Pending
ByKATEGRELLE

' STAFF WRITER
The
avalanche of news
coming out of
Washington,
D.C. over the
past few weeks
has made it virtually impossible fo stay up to date unless one
is willing to devote at least three
hours a day to total media immersion. The Scooter Libby trial, the
Senate's efforts to set a deadline
for troop withdrawal, and the
abominable conditions at the
Walter Reed Military Hospital,
have allowed Alberto Gonzales'
problems to stay largely out of
the spotlight. However, the accusations against him, and the
Justice Department he represents,
warrant
serious
attention.
Though the Attorney General's
notoriety has never reached the
degree of former Secretary of
Defense Rumsfeld or Vice
President Cheney, recent revelations may change that public perception.
On Dec. 19, 2005, Attorney
General Gonzales told the press
that "the President has the inherent
authority
under
the
Constitution, as commander in
chief, to engage in [unwarranted
surveillance of domestic electronic communications by citizens
and lawful resident aliens]." Less
than two months prior, Vice
President Cheney's Chief of Staff,
"Scooter" Libby, was charged
with five counts of perjury and
obstruction of justice in the
CIA's
leak
investigation.
Ironically, it is now well within
possibility that Gonzales' resignation will occur within two
months of the guilty verdict in
the Libby case.
Despite Gonzales' previous
implicit claims of boundless surveillance authority, on March 10,
The Washington Post reported
that Gonzales "acknowledged [...]
that the FBI broke the law to

secretly pry out personal information about Americans. They apologized and vowed to prevent further illegal intrusions." The article explained that "The FBI's
transgressions were spelled out in
a damning 126 page audit by
Justice Department Inspector
General Glenn A. Fine. He found
that agents sometimes demanded
personal data on people without
official authorization, and in
other cases improperly obtained
telephone records in non-emergency circumstances." In other
words, Big Brother really has
been watching. This information
has come to light at a time when
Gonzales is facing charges of firing numerous state attorneys for
political reasons. In legal terms,
that's a big no-no.
On Jan. 17, Gonzales testified
before the Senate Judiciary
Committee that "I would never,
ever make a change in a United
States attorney for political reasons or if it would in any way
jeopardize an ongoing serious
investigation. I just would not do
it." He insisted that the dismissals were strictly performance
related. However, the subsequent
testimony of the fired states attorneys indicates quite the opposite.
According to The Washington
Post, all but one of the former
attorneys had received "positive
to glowing performance reviews."
Perhaps there is an explanation for the performance review
issue. It is not nearly as easy to
refute former New Mexico state
attorney David Iglesias' contention that, in The Washington
Post, that "two members of
Congress attempted to pressure
him to speed up a probe of
Democrats just before the
November elections." Could his
refusal to do so have been the
true motivation behind his dismissal? Sounds rather political,
does it not?
It may also have been coincidental that a state attorney from
Arizona was replaced by a former
aide to Karl Rove, also known as

"Bush's Brain."
Yet it's not
beyond the realm of possibility
that this replacement may have
been, once again, politically motivated.
When viewed in combination
with his actions, the veracity of
Gonzales' words are certainly suspect. Though he may have been
able to disregard the rules in the
same manner as his boss,
President BiisH, during his early
tenure, the days of smooth sailing
ended when the Democrats
reclaimed the Senate majority.
Senator Charles Schumer, a
Democratic Senator from New
York, stated on Sunday that
"Attorney General Gonzales is a
nice man, but he either doesn't
accept or doesn't understand that
he is no longer just the president's lawyer, but has a higher
obligation to the rule of law and
the Constitution even when the
president should not want it to
be and
so the
[Justice
Department] has been so political
that I think for the sake of the
nation,
Attorney
General
Gonzales should step down," he
said. Schumer is not alone in this
sentiment — Senator Joseph
Biden, a Democratic Senator
from Delaware, also stated recently that he believed it was time for
Gonzales to resign. Even Arlen
Specter, a prominent Republican
Senator from
Pennsylvania,
implied that Gonzales' tenure was
at its nadir, and that it may be
time for the Attorney General to
step down.
One by one, those close to
Bush are falling like a row of
dominoes.
First
Donald
Rumsfeld, then Scooter Libby,
and now, hopefully, Alberto
Gonzales. Dick Cheney may
not be far behind, since the calls
for his impeachment have
increased in intensity since
Libby's conviction. Sadly, there
is little gratification for this
Democrat in watching the Bush
Administration fall to pieces.
Instead, it feels like too little,
too late.
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Dear Jimmy
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President Jones
Answers Students'
Questions

How do you feel about the current housing
shortage and the measures being taken to
deal with it?
I believe that it was that sage of English
elocution, Yogi Berra, who coined the phrase
"Deja vu all over again." What is now
planned for Trinity's landmark buildings Jarvis and Seabury — and the consequences
of having to take two very important buildings offline for approximately 15 or so
*/•/ ' "** " ^ f t i ^ months takes me back to my previous expe:.ll.'
•BHILZ3
riences in other academic institutions in the
United States. Most of what we are now experiencing, in both the planning and the execution of our housing dilemmas, fits into a pattern of
what most schools I know of have to face any time those schools have to
ponder the repercussions of physically removing buildings that are critically important to the housing or academic portfolios of those schools. The
Tripod's understandable question this week centers on the repercussions
for student housing due to having to take Jarvis completely offline for 15
months or so, when Jarvis can support a total of 169 students. This forces
our College to make plans to deal with actually removing that considerable
number of beds from our stock of options.
And our stock of options, like any similar school would face anywhere
in the country, is in fact limited. First, we must simply accept the fact,
however painful for the period of time from May 2007 until mid-August
2008, that Jarvis will be closed for the renovations that are now planned.
I think that anyone logically studying the proposed renovations would
have to conclude that the outcome will be worth all the inconvenience
and, yes, all the difficulties that the renovations will necessitate. The roof
and supporting structures, now in dire conditions, will be replaced. The
halls that so sorely altered the architectural integrity of the building in the
College's attempts decades ago to comply with the state codes will disappear. They will be replaced with the original designs of suites, one on top
of the other, with the valet rooms replaced by bathrooms, showers, sinks,
and by conveniences our 19th century predecessors here would envy, to be
sure.
Second, while we understand that the pains of the 2007-2008 academic
year will be real ones with which we will have to cope, the most pressing
issue .fox,out students inyeterately-.•will be where we can possible house
tnose for •whom the loss of 169 beds in Jarvis necessitates very few options
elsewhere. There is no magic wand that can possibly make that many beds
suddenly appear in our housing stock. Placing modular trailers (as some
have suggested to me) on the quad in front of the Jacobs Life Science
Center or on the athletic fields is, truly, not an option at all, however facile
that "solution" might at first appear.
Third, our Residential Life officials have, literally, taken the present residential halls and have looked into every available possibility of placing
extra beds everywhere feasible. Thus some of our triples, where possible,
may evolve into quadruples, some of our doubles into triples, and some of
our lounges, again where practical and feasible, may have to be converted
for the next academic year so that we can house as many of our students
on campus as possible.
•
Fourth, the Office of International Programs has worked tirelessly to
make certain that every student who wishes to study abroad next year at
one of our sites, given that our sites can in fact respond to student requests,
can do so. We are now at parity on the number of students abroad for
both semesters of the next academic year. Students studying abroad
relieve, logically, the number of students in classes on campus, for whom
housing will be a real question.
Fifth, the College has made arrangements to house students on one
floor of the Connecticut Culinary Institute. The temporary solution we
attempted this fall, when the entering class exceeded our expectations,
taught us many lessons. Students needed more parking spaces there. While
students liked the two-person rooms with private baths and the health facility and the dinners, they disliked, as they made clear repeatedly, having too
few parking places, having to wait for shuttles, and simply being housed
not on campus. It is much easier to work longer hours in the Raether
Library and then take a five-minute walk to one's room than it is to have
to worry about a shuttle schedule to get from the CCI to and from campus.
Whatever one's emotions about how the College is trying to cope with
Jarvis having to be offline, very dedicated members of the staff here have
spent inordinate amounts of time trying to come up with sensible, realizable options for our students. No one would be so bold as to claim that
the next academic year will not confront us with some very real challenges,
but any school having to cope with two major buildings offline for purposes of renovating them has no choice but to face those challenges honestly, try to think of every possible option to consider, and then plan
accordingly.
And in the end, both Jarvis and Seabury will come back online, and my
guess is that the entire Trinity community will be delighted with the consequences of the efforts of so many to deal with a project so complex.
Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Not Enough Attention Paid to
Trinity's Instrumental Musicians
By JACKIE SPARKS
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
Tuesday
night,
March 13, contrary to
my previous plans, I was
not sitting in Hamlin
Hall being serenaded by
the chamber music
ensembles at Trinity
I
' * ~
College. Why? Because
the concert was canceled with nary a
word to its possible participants.
The possibility of the mid-semester
concert has been shaky from the beginning of the semester, probably because of
the low number of groups this semester.
There are, however, three different ensembles that I know of, and that is how many
played in the concert last semester. So,
the most plausible reason - though no
reason has been formally given — that
there is a lack of groups, is false. Players
were never told if they were playing, and
were left to find out about the cancellation through the Trinity Exchange.
It is not just about this individual
concert, however. Trinity's instrumentalists (not including the jazz and samba
groups, who perform at separate concerts
and events) get two concerts a semester:
the mid-semester concert and the Lessons
and Ensembles Recital at the end of the
semester. Now, it does take time to
rehearse, and, since most ensembles only
meet once a week, more than two concerts a semester is probably impractical.
Multiple concerts would require more
rehearsal time, and given how hard it
often is to find one time when everyone
can meet, more then one rehearsal a week
would probably be impossible.
Given these few performances, it
would make sense that they would be
scheduled when students not affiliated

with the program could come, and also
that these performances would be advertised. By its very nature, such a concert
will be when many students have midterm exams.
That fact, however, does not excuse
how kw students attend. When I asked
some of my friends why they did not
come to last semester's mid-semester
recital, they replied that they didn't
know about it. At the time, I thought
the advertising was sufficient, but if large
portions of the Trinity community were
unaware of the concert, then clearly it
was not.
At the end of the semester, the
Lessons and Ensembles Recital is the
showpiece both for the chamber ensembles and those students who have taken
private lessons all semester. Both last
year and this year, the spring Lessons and
Ensembles have been on the Saturday of
Spring Weekend.
Many students spend the majority of
Spring Weekend partying. Even the people who are not partying are going to be
much less inclined to go to a concert on
the Saturday of Spring Weekend then on
a Saturday a week removed. There are
too many other activities that weekend,
so even if nothing else is going on while
the concert is, there are events surrounding it all weekend.
Also, this concert is near finals.
Thus, students have papers to write and
exams to study for, and, especially if they
plan to participate in Spring Weekend
events, may be unwilling to take the time
to attend an additional concert.
The other problem is that there1" are
many talented soloists who take lessons
that perform, deservedly so, at the end of
semester concert.
see TRIN on page 9

Moving Daylight-Saving Time
Earlier Complicated, Unhelpful
the day. It's 2 p.m. in the Tripod office,
and the lights are on. Not because we're
pie who work across time zone bound- perpetrating the neo-con agenda, but
aries need to keep track of multiple DST because it's dark down here — it's called
rules. Not to mention those locations the dungeon for a reason.
There is, however, one more reason
that don't observe DST. The length of
why DST is the bane of
the day becomes varimany individuals. If one
able. Disruption to
An earlier DST will not looks at the countries that
meetings, travel, broadbe effective, when the
observe DST, one will
casts, and billing sysnotice
that
most
tems is common. Now,
original DST has not
you may laugh at the
Eurocentric countries folbeen proven as an effec- low the practice, whereas
fool who cannot keep
tive means of reducing
their DST in check,
others have done away with
but when I last
in. In this globalizing world
energy consumption.
checked, at least five
it is pertinent that the world
Even if it does save one unifies under the banner of
TA sessions had been
cancelled.
percent of energy, die
a standard time system.
If a student of a top
However, when I woke
economic and social
30 liberal arts instituup the next morning at nine
consequences are far
tion cannot keep this
to a bright and sunny day,
graver. It's also imporsimple time change
my view of DST had sudstraight, than can we
denly changed. As the cold
tant to consider that
trust anyone else to do
winter melted away, it left
people turn the lights
so?
the seeds of spring. Yes, it's
on
at
all
hours
springtime for San-Eou, and
An earlier DST will
winter
for midterms.
not be effective when
of the day.
the original DST has
Perhaps Mr. Bush (dare I
not been proven as an
say it?) got it right with this
effective means of reducing energy con- earlier DST. Coupled with the advent of
sumption. Even if it does save one per- global warming, spring is coming sooner
cent of energy, the economic and social and the sun is out earlier.
consequences are far graver.
So DST really is a good thing — until
It's also important to consider that I miss my Monday midterm because of it,
people turn the lights on at all hours of then I'll go back to hating it.
continued from page 7
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Along the Long Walk Student Disputes Timeless, Enduring
continued Bom page 7

What are your
plans for
Spring Break?

"Going home to
California."
- Regina Lombardo '09

"Going to Virginia to
see my family and to
buy a house."
- Classics Professor
Elizabeth Baughan

"Going to Boston for
St. Patrick's Day."
- Lea Jancic '10

Trin Instrumental Music
Needs Better Scheduling
ter, groups can play a slightly
easier piece, and then perform a
Even if each performer plays more complex one at the end of
for a relatively short time, the the semester.
This also allows its listeners
concerts still tend to be quite
long. They can be too long for to hear how the group has develspectators and are even too long oped and improved over the
course of the semester.
for some of the performers.
Given that this is a class —
Limiting the time a group
can perform, which the organiz- and therefore advancement
ers are forced to do, does them should be one of the goals —
this way to
a disservice.
measure
is valuEnsembles
Having the mid-semesable.
Plus,
there
work hard during
ter concert allows these is no point to a
the semester, but
groups to display more p e r f o r m a n c e
the piece they are
class where peoable to perform
of what they have
ple do not perduring the final
worked on all semester. form.
concert is only a
Having only one conWhen I go
fraction of what
to a cappella
they have worked
cert is like having a
concerts, I can
on
over
the
class where the only
never
help but
course of the
grade is a final on only compare their
semester.
frequently overone of the topics .
Often, groups
flowing crowds
are not even able
covered in the class.
with
the minito play their
mal
attendance
entire piece, but
instead are forced to only play at student instrumental performone or two movements. Having ances.
Maybe it is the difference in
the mid-semester concert allows
these groups to display more of style between the two. I can't
what they have worked on all help but think that a student'
body that clearly loves music
semester.
Having only one concert is should be making a better showing at these concerts. The real
like having a class where the
losers in the canceled concert,
only grade is a final on only one
however, are the students who
of the topics covered in the
make up the chamber ensemclass.
In the middle of the, semes- bles. They deserve better.
continued Bom page 8

the issue. He did, after all, abandon us for Amherst College
(though he protested that he
"never signed a contract" with
the College), and the general
reaction of students, professors,
administration, and trustees
alike was summed up by Tripod
Senior Editor C. Clifton Fuller
IV '94 defiantly stating "Trinity
will do just fine without you."
Of course, as I said, the more
things change ... anyone who
knows Trinity history will recall
that Borden Painter succeeded
Gerety as interim president, and
again did after President Hersh
was fired, basically for being an
asshole, near as I can tell — will
President Painter step up to the
plate again when President Jones
eventually leaves Trinity?
If the last 13 years of presidential successions at Trinity
isn't enough to convince you of
the cyclical nature of life at this
college, why not try out this
quotation: "Apathy. There's a
word that has been used to
describe students here time and
time again. The students here
think that they're apathetic; the
faculty think that the students
are apathetic; the administration
thinks that the students are apathetic; even the maintenance
staff is under the impression
that the students are apathetic,"
said Opinion Editor Annemarie
Peil '96.
So there was a lot of apathy
at Trinity in 1994. But'smdy
other things must have changed
- what about the Greeks? Well,
it seems that in 1994 people like
Opinion Writer Michael Aneiro
'94 were suggesting we "forget
Greeks [and] concentrate on
alternatives" — if that doesn't
sound a little familiar than keep
reading. "I really don't care
about the fate of the Greeks,"
said Aneiro. "My only interest
lies in the hope that the College
can find an answer to this [the
Greek] problem, that will somehow benefit the Trinity community, academically and _ socially,
and create a more dynamic environment for future students."

Apparently students in 1994 — as Pile said was being spread
like many students today — around campus.
Aside from things that
believed the Greek system was
just a few steps from eradication. haven't changed, the Feb. 15
(We're still looking for alterna- issue also made some creepy predictions, such as when Opinion
tives to the rrats).
This attitude was so. domi- Writer Amy Stephens '97 prenant and the system was dicted, "[The] influx of computbelieved to be so close to col- er technology will change the
lapse that according to the way we are educated. Imagine
carrying
their
Tripod, "The Kappa Kappa everyone
Gamma sorority voted to end its PowerBooks from class to class.
existence on the Trinity campus Notes could be taken, books
at a meeting on Sunday night." could be stored, images could be
Based on that statement, not recorded all on one portable
only did the Greek system not tool." At least the robot
predicted
in
collapse, but Kappa rose from takeover
near-death to continue to the Terminator hasn't occurred —
present day. Yet here we are yet.
again predicting the downfall of
So if that hasn't yet conthe frats nearly every semester.
vinced you that things don't
Here's a hint — as long as we change around here, listen to
these snippets:
have a budget
Aside from things that
"[...] there is a
problem, and as
general feeling of
long as there are
haven't changed, the
apathy for the
very rich old
Feb. 15 issue also made
SGA among the
white men who
some creepy predicstudent body,"
care about the
and "[Reason 15
frats, they are
tions, such as when
why Gerety is
here to stay. Wait
Opinion Writer Amy
Fleeing Campus]
until we have
Stephens predicted,
Dean
Spencer
money or those
uses too many
old dudes die
"[The] influx of comSAT words." If it
before you start
puter technology will
isn't true that
predicting the
change the way we are
people still don't
"collapse of the
care about the
Greek system"
educated [...]" At least
SGA and Dean
again.
the robot takeover preSpencer still uses
But
surely,
dicted
in
Terminator
too many SAT
you ask, the state
words
then I
of race-relations
hasn't occurred - yet.
don't know what
on campus must
is.
be different than
So what have we learned? In
it was in 1994? I mean, today
you would never hear people 1994, Trinity College had probsaying "Black students make that lems with losing faculty and
process [of integrating the com- administrators to higher ranked
munity] difficult by segregating schools, student apathy, division
themselves. They separate them- over the future of the fraterniselves from other students by sit- ties, racism, the SGA, and Dean
ting at the back table in Mather Spencer's overuse of SAT words.
and the Umoja House is noth- This is in contrast to 2007 when
ing more than a Black Fraternity Trinity College has problems
house" as E. Nego Pile '95 said with losing faculty'and adminisin 1994. No, you never hear trators to higher ranked schools,
people making references to student apathy, division over the
minority sides of Mather in this future of the fraternities, racism,
day and age — or at least not the SGA, and Dean Spencer's
since last semester. At least we overuse of SAT words. In short,
no longer have "rumors that the more things change, the
guns were being stored in the more they stay the same — at
top floor of the Umoja House," least at Trinity College.
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9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Friendship Chapel

13

14

Calendar of Events
17
16
15
12:00 p.m.
Free Yoga Classes
Vernon Social Center

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

3:30 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse
Willimantic, Conn.

7:00 p.m.
La Vida Es Silbar
Life Sciences Auditorium

7:30 p.m.
Letters From Iwo Jima
Cinestudio

/•UU

12:15 p.m.
Lenten Prayer Service
Crypt Chapel

7:30 p.m.
Illumina: City Singers
Chapel

For more calendar
internet2.trincoll.
eduACcal/webcal

LJ.lTi.

Migrant Farm Workers in
Connecticut
Gallows Hill Lounge

Sunday, March

«f IT| Monday^ March

lo

•*# | H | Tuesday,. March

4:00 p.m.
Illumina: City Singers

Main Library Hours
for Spring Break:

\_napei

Monday to Friday:
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday:
Closed
Normal Hours Resume
Sunday, March 25

9:00 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

*Tb$\

Watkinson Library
Hours for Spring
Break:
Monday to Friday:
12:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Language Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining
Hall.
Monday:
Arabic 12:00-1:00 p.m.
French 12:30-1:30 p.m.
German 12:45-1:45 p.m.
Russian 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Wednesday:
Thursday:

Chinese 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Spanish 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Hebrew 12:40-1:30 p.m.
Italian 12:15-1:15 p.m.
Japanese 12:00-1:15 p.m.

Lectures
Does Gender Equality Matter? The Role of Gender in
Affecting Economic Growth in Developing Countries
Wednesday, March 14,12:00 p.m.
WGRAC Lounge
If you would like a
group or individual
featured in the
Community Service
Spotlight, please e-mail
tripod@trincoll.edu

Stephanie Seguino, Associate Professor, Department of Economics,
University of Vermont, and Research Associate, Levy Economics
Institute will give a presentation followed by a discussion on the topic
of gender in developing countries.
Please bring your own lunch!
Written by Anne Bonfiglio

Migrant Farm Workers in Connecticut
Wednesday, March 14, 7:00 p.m.
Gallows Hill Lounge
Eddie Sapiain, Coordinator of CTCOSH/CT Migrant Health Network,
will speak in Spanish on the following topic: "Safety and Health Issues
among Migrant Farm Workers in Connecticut."
For more information contact Prof. Gebelein, Hispanic Studies, Trinity
College at 860-297-2149.

Foxwoods Casino
George Carlin
Friday, March 16, 9:00 p.m.
Fox Theater, Foxwoods Casino
Tickets: $55.00 and $66.00
Emmy and Grammy Winner George Carlin performs live on Friday
March 16 at 9 p.m. for one night only. Famous for his humor, satire,
and adult comedy, Carlin also has years of television and motion picture success. Flat out the most prolific comedian of our time, George
Carlin has produced more quality material than all of his peers combined. He's one of the few performers who succeeds in presenting
social commentary that's also hilarious.
Opening for George Carlin is comedian Vance Gilbert.
For more information visit www.foxwoods.com

Spotlight would like to recognize Green Campus for the
organization and execution of the awareness-raising recyclable
dump on the Cave Patio on March 4. In the early morning hours,
about a dozen students met to dig through trash cans in about half
of the eampus' dorms collecting recyclables. Anything made of
aluminum, tin, glass, steel, number one and two plastic, along with
juice boxes and milk cartons were pulled out of trash cans as being
improperly disposed. All these items should have been placed in
blue recycling bins, not trash cans. Students estimated that there
were at least 1,800 items that were improperly disposed.
The project was meant to increase recycling awareness on
campus, reaching out to people who have not been receptive to
standard recycling education attempts. Kat West '07, Co-Chair of
Green Campus stated, "The average student might walk past a
group of students tabling in Mather, but fewer students are able to
ignore a huge mound of recyclables on the Cave Patio." She credited the idea for this demonstration to "a lunch meeting between
environmentalist students and faculty. Professor Bridgette Shultz
and Joan Morrison specifically encouraged students."
Although the original goal of the demonstration was to
educate the student body about proper ways to recycle, West felt
that the new question of "Why students should separate recyclables from trash?" had emerged. Proper recycling prevents the
overflowing of trash cans that can create a huge mess and eyesore
in many dorms since about half of the cans are filled with recyclable items. Ways that students can help is by asking custodians for
extra clear bags for recycling and collect their own recyclables in
these. Particular problem spots where this should occur are North,
High Rise, and first floor of Jarvis. If students have questions or
would like to request a recycling bin they should send an e-mail to
Jose.SiIiva@trincoll.edu. The dedication that the Green Campus
activists showed is highly commendable, and hopefully Trinity will
see great recycling results following this project.
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Filipino Immigration to America Examined in Izon's Sandaan
By COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES WRITER

On March 8, famed documentary filmmaker Noel "Sonny"
Izon came to Trinity College to
show one of his most recent productions, Sandaan. Izon, the
father of Trinity senior Juliet Izon,
is most famous for his documentary An Untold Triumph, which
tells the story of FilipinoAmerican soldiers in World War
II.
Izon was born in Manila in
the Philippines, and his father was
a member of the U.S. recognized
Philippine guerrillas and the
Philippine underground press during the war. Izon owns his own
production
company
called
Interactive
Communication
Technology, and he has produced
over 100 nationally televised programs for PBS and National
Geographic Television. He has
also produced several films and
videos for the U.S. government,
including several for the White
House.
"I think there's nothing more
powerful than a film that's seen in
American cinema that will educate
people," Izon said.
In Izon's native tongue, "sandaan" means "one hundred," or
"where's the road," or "where do
we go from here." The documen-

tary recounts Filipino immigration to the U.S. and assimilation
into U.S. culture through the stories of Filipino-Americans. Izon
chose a soundtrack of African
music, because, as he explained, it
is music relating "to struggle and
that gospel experience" and "in a
nutshell, the Filipino experience is
the blues."
The documentary begins with
the forced annexation of the
Philippines by the U.S. The U.S
was able to colonize the
Philippines through the artifice of
a promise of independence for the
Philippines from Spain. After
becoming involved in Filipino
resistance to the Spanish, the U.S.
entered into the Treaty of Paris
with Spain. Article 10 of this
treaty granted the Philippines
independence, but the U.S.
reneged on this promise, choosing
instead to make the Philippines an
American colony. Filipinos continued their revolution, directing
it toward the U.S. this time.
The most infamous story of
this war is the story of General Members of AASA and friends gather together to celebrate Noel "Sonny" Izon's
Jacob H. Smith. Convinced that
children in Samar were involved in please me. I want all persons who President Theodore Roosevelt
revolutionary activities, Smith are capable of bearing arms in the declared the Philippine-American
ordered every person over the age actual hostilities against the War to be over; however, this declaration was primarily political
of 10 to be killed.
United States," Smith said.
By the end of the war, 25 per- due to public turmoil in the U.S.,
"I want no prisoners. I wish
you to kill and burn, the more cent of the Filipino population and hostilities continued. The U.S.
you kill and burn, the better it will had been killed. On July 4, 1902, was determined to Americanize

-onnie Hernandez
new film on the Filipino immigration.

the Philippines.
One interviewee described the
image portrayed by American documentaries of Filipinos as "almost
local little brown brothers who are
see IZON'S on page 13
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St.- Patrick^ ©ay: A Brief Treatise of Ireland s Greatest Tradition
By SAN-EOU LAN
FEATURES EDITOR
St. Patrick's Day, fondly
known as St. Patty's Day, is an
excuse for many Americans to
revel in drunken debauchery,
because somehow,
drunken
debauchery isn't as frowned upon
on this day as it is any other day.
However, the holiday is about
more than hitting the Irish pubs
and drinking stout, it is a religious holiday celebrating the life
of, what a surprise, St. Patrick. So,
students of Trinity, put down
your Guinness to enjoy this short

tale of St. Patrick, and the true
story behind wearing green and
finding four leaf clovers.
St. Patrick was born circa 385
C.E. in either Scotland or Wales,
the son of Roman parents living
in Britain. An Irish chieftain
enslaved him when he was only a
teenager. He spent several years
enslaved in Ireland, herding and
tending sheep and swine. It was
during his captivity that St.
Patrick dedicated his life to God.
With nothing else to believe in,
St. Patrick had to fall back on religion. Legend has it that St.
Patrick escaped captivity and

Ireland after a dream in which
God instructed him to journey to
the Irish coast where he found a
ship that returned him to his family. After several years of religious
study, he became a priest.
Pope Clemens commissioned
St. Patrick as bishop to preach
the gospel to the Celtic people.
Arriving back in Ireland, he commenced an incredible mission,
traveling across the country,
preaching and baptizing, ordaining priests and bishops, erecting
churches and establishing places
of learning and worship, despite
constant threats to. his life. It has

boston.com
Citizens of Boston, Irish or not, come out to celebrate the traditions of the "Emerald Isle" with drinking and food festivals.

been said that he and his disciples
were responsible for converting
almost all the population of
Ireland to Christianity.
St. Patrick died circa 461 C.E.
on March 17; after his death, he
was named the patron saint of
Ireland, and his death date has
since been honored as St.
Patrick's Day. In Ireland, St.
Patrick's Day is a holy, religious
time with praying, singing, and
dancing. Outside Ireland, St.
Patrick's Day is primarily a secular celebration of all things Irish.
It is a day for people to come
together and celebrate everything
Irish, feasting the Irish way, dancing to Irish tunes, and laughing
away worries with Irish jokes. In
the United States, where not
everyone is Irish, St. Patrick's Day
is the chance for everyone to have
"a little Irish in them."
Ireland's nickname is "The
Emerald Isle" because the grass
on the hills is so green. On St.
Patrick's Day, everyone wears the
color green to honor The
Emerald Isle. If someone forgets
to wear green on St. Patrick's Day,
those who are wearing green are
allowed to give the offender a
pinch as a reminder; however, if
you pinch someone who is wearing green, that person gets to
pinch you back 10 times! Some
of the biggest St. Patrick's Day
parades are in Chicago, 111., New
York City, and Savannah, Ga.
The city of Chicago goes so far as
to dye the Chicago River green.
Even the importance of the
clover has it's roots in the journeys of St. Patrick. Because the

pagan Irish had difficulty comprehending the doctrine of the
Trinity, St. Patrick held up a
shamrock (a three-leaf clover) to
show how the three leaves combined to make a single plant, just
as the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost combined to make the
Holy Trinity. The Irish understood at once, and the shamrock
has become the symbol of
Ireland. Irishmen wear them in
their hats on St. Patrick's Day.
Leprechauns play a major role
in the Irish tradition as well; however, leprechauns have little to do
with St. Patrick and the concept
evolved along the development of
the St. Patrick's Day celebration.
Over the years, as St. Patrick's
Day became a celebration as well
as a religious holiday celebrating
the life of the Saint, the leprechaun has evolved as another
symbol, with all sorts of mythological connotations and legends
attached. Leprechauns are selfappointed guardians of an
ancient treasure, left by the Danes
as they marauded through
Ireland, burying it in crocks or
pots. Legend has it that these
aged, diminutive men are frequently found in an intoxicated
state, which is another reason why
we drink ourselves silly,. to better
emulate these little men, who are
so capable of holding their
liquor.
Now, when you're out celebrating this holiday in your local
Irish pub, keep in mind these little historical tidbits, and maybe
you can find the inner Irish in
you.
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Trin Participates in Global Conference
By COURTNEY CKEGAN
FEATURES WRITER
Since 1975 when the U.N.
declared March 8 International
Women's Day, it has become a day
to both celebrate the achievements
and struggles of women everywhere across racial and economic
boundaries and to recognize the
potential for future advancements.
On March 8, U.N. Secretary
Ban Ki-moon called the day "an
opportunity for all of us — women
and men — to unite in a cause that
embraces
ail
humankind.
Empowering women is not only a
goal in itself It is a condition for
building better lives for everyone
on the planet."
The day was celebrated at
Trinity College with several events
and projects across campus. One
of these events was an international video conference organized by
Americans
for
Informed
Democracy, which is a nonpartisan
organization endeavoring to raise
global awareness among students.
Trinity students sat around a circular table in the life Sciences Center
donning T-shirts that read 'This is
what a feminist looks like" and
engaged in a discussion with several American universities, as weJl as
Jin In from Girl Scouts USA, Erin
Burke from Women's Edge,
Victoria Baxter from a U.N. foundation called The People Speak,
and young leaders from Ecuador
and the Philippines.
Ban also concluded that the
fight for, international gender .
-equality is -stul far ftortv finished.
The video conference is part of a
series called America and the
World Together and is one of more
than a dozen that will take place
between young leaders in the U.S.
and young leaders in foreign countries. The series is sponsored by a
coalition of non-profit organizations, which includes the the
United
Nations
Foundation,
Rockefeller
Brothers
Fund,
Connect U.S., the Hewlett
Foundation,
the
DarMac
Foundation, and the Open Society
Institute.
To begin the video conference,
five, women gave presentations on
gender activism. Each presentation
was supposed to last only five minutes, but five minutes proved not
enough time for the passionate
presenters.
The first person to speak was
Jin In from Girl Scouts USA. "I
do believe you can change the
world, but you have to believe it
yourself, and then you have to
believe you can do it for others,"
she said.
Erin Burke from Women's
Edge, a nonpartisan organization
with the goal of affecting U.S. policy to aid women in poverty worldwide, spoke next. Burke proved to
be one of the most vocal presenters in the conference.
In both a compelling and moving speech, Burke said, "The lessons and experiences from all the
suffering [women] have had to
endure, we cannot lose what makes
us special, what makes us who we
are, because this is what makes us
truly leaders."
Burke warned against falling
into apathy and pessimism, calling
them the greatest challenges to the

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
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January 20 - February 18

Bet you didn't know one of the official languages of
Aruba was Dutch, you ignorant fool. Do you know
anything about Aruba? Do some research before you
bombard the country with your friends.
Shot to Order: a Whoop There It Is shot in Aruba

•

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

You understand that Jamaica is still a (slowly) developing country but your need for risk is satisfied by staying in hotels with not all of life's amenities present.
Good luck with the heat.
Shot to Order: a Lethal Weapon Part II shot in Negril

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

For a quiet beach, choose the Playa Pie de la Cuesta
beach. For some elbow-to-elbow fun, choose La
Condesa. Stay in a hotel on the Costera. And watch out
for the Guerrero drug killings. Have fun!
Shot to Order: a Lemon drop shot in Acapulco

TAURUS
Erin Caner
Trin students participate in a video conference with international representation.

women's movement. "It is during
these long battles, like trying to create equality among the genders,
optimism is absolutely critical. It is
what changes challenges into
opportunities, and it provides the
fire to keep us going when frankly
nothing else seems possible," she
said.
After Burke concluded her
presentation, Victoria Baxter, director of the People Speak gave a presentation. In 2003, as part of a campaign to encourage Americans to
discuss U.S. foreign policy, the
U.N. Foundation created .-the
People Speak. It is a community
of young, passionate people looking to discuss global issues.
Following Baxter's speech, a
woman from Ecuador gave a presentation. Since she could only
speak Spanish, a male interpreter
translated what she said.
She
began by saying, "I would like to
speak more about what we have
achieved, rather than what we have
to achieve."
She
described
how
the
increased number of women in
positions of local power and sections of the government has
helped change the mentality of
Ecuadorians toward women.
"My father disappeared into
the Amazon jungle when I was five
years old, and my mother was a
woman who never went to the university, because her generation was
raised to be housewives and get
married. My mother was able to
carry us forward without the seeds
of an education. Just out of her
sheer effort. This is the story of
many women. Women who have
achieved things in areas where men
could not have. There are neighborhoods where they just have single women as the head of the
household, and it's incredible how
much help they have received from
the municipality," she said.
In her presentation, she heroized women who stay at home, the
anonymous women who are able
to get food on the table for every
meal with very little financial
means. "That is the secret.
Commitment. If we do everything
with love and commitment, then
we can move forward," she said.
She concluded her presentation
with an optimistic outlook on

Ecuador's changing social attitudes.
"Every day, we are faced with a
new world, and we are able to meet
that challenge. In Ecuador, most
universities have more women than
men, and the women are the best
students," she finished.
The video conference moved
next to a representative from the
Philippines.
"Women in the Philippines are
still tied to their traditional rules
that still underestimate their full
potential of being," she said.
The Biliriiho representative's ;
speech was particularly moving.
She was a young girl, but she spoke
with the passion of someone who
had experienced the trials of an
adult, and her English was impeccable. "In the course of becoming
leaders, I strongly believe that
women should eliminate the traditional compartmentalized ideas of
themselves. They should go
beyond these ideas and know that
they have the capacity to work just
as well as men, and realize that
they have the capacity to become
global leaders," she said.
Overall, the video conference
was a successful attempt to inform
students on the global perspective
of the gender issue.
"I think that the video conference is an excellent way to raise
awareness about the status of
women in many different societies.
To have representatives and speakers from countries such as the
Philippines was essential to the
goals of the conference. Beyond
discussion of women in leaderships
across the globe, this conference
was a way to educate about cultural differences in a very positive
manner," said attendee Kim Riggs
'07.
According to Burke, 86 percent
of America's youth believes that
the world is going in the wrong
direction. Americans need to stop
being apathetic. They need to stop
being merely a percentage on a
poll of dissatisfied citizens, but
instead, must become activists and
fight for a world that is heading in
the right direction.
Burke said, "[The feminist
movement] can no longer be a
women's issue. It has to be a
human issue. It is social justice."

April 20 - May 20

Who would stay in North America when a world of
opportunity awaits you in Europe? Choose the
Netherlands where the people are friendly, tulips are
everywhere, and the coffee shops are great.
Shot to Order: a Tetanus shot in Amsterdam

GEMINI

May 21 -June 21

If you think Spring Break is wild you should see the
city on Mexican Independence Day. Try to do something different on S.B. - the whole drink, tan, drink,
tan routine is so cliche. Liven it up a little.
'Shot to Order: a Kickin' Chicken shot in Cancun

GANGER

June 22 - July 22

Obligations to something other than fun-in-the-sun
have prevented you from traveling. There are other
people stuck in your situation though, so make new
friends. You don't really have a choice.
Shot to Order: a Gatorade shot in Hartford

LEO

July23-August22

You chose Bermuda (fool). First of all, it's just not that
far from here and second of all, what do you think
you're going to do there? Call up Expedia (dot com!)
and do some rescheduling, stat.
Shot to Order: a Windex shot in Bermuda
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Luscious and spendy drinks galore are available at
your whim. Go to Atlantis and try not to look like a
tourist. After all, no one really likes a snap-happy,
drink-happy tourist.
Shot to Order: a Hollywood shot in Nassau
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
No one has really ever traveled to Kokomo, have they?
It's only claim to fame is a Beach Boys song (which
names about every other tropical island in existence).
Bring a blender for extra fun.
Shot to Order: an Oatmeal Cookie shot in Kokomo

m

SCORPIO

October 23-November 21

You know what's up, you picked Indonesia as your
destination. Stay at the Hard Rock Hotel for some
40 Licks fun and the Grand Hyatt for paradise. Just
... please don't get your hair braided.
Shot to Order: a Russian Roulette shot in Bali

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

The Floridians can throw a party like no other
American. The parties are memorable (for those who
either take many pictures or are very sober) and usually out of control. Try to stay in one piece.
Shot to Order: a Nuclear Waste shot in Key Largo

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

As an up-and-coming SB destination there will be more
and more people showing up in Puerto Vallarta. Instead
of drinking your bum off all day take advantage of the
adventure options: parasail, zipline, etc.
Shot to Order: a flaming B-52 shot in P.V (see you there)
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Students Starve for Poverty Awareness Izon's Film Focuses on
U.S. Filipino Immigration
continued from page 1

and the Center City Churches.
On Feb. 28, the volunteers gathered together for an opening
event led by Rabbi Donna
Berman, the director of the
Center.
Connecticut
State
Senator Jonathan Harris was also
in attendance and took part in
the challenge. Harris explained
that the problem of hunger goes
beyond morals, and also impacts
our health care system, as the
hungry tend to be unhealthy,
which adds an unnecessary burden to the system. To mark the
end of the month and the program, a closing ceremony will be
held on March 31.
"On a community level, we
have to be aware of the fact that
far too many people go to bed
hungry in this state and in this
city, and that this problem has
created an untenable situation,"
said Turjan. "The local food
assistance programs need more
support to meet the demand
they face. Therefore, the concrete aims set forth by the organizers are to raise 20 tons of additional donated
food
for
MANNA Basic Needs Program,
a service of Center City
Churches, to help relieve hunger
in city neighborhoods, and to
raise $25,000 for this program."
The four students kept journals, detailing their experiences
with hunger and limited funds

for food. "We all experienced
this past week somewhat differently, but our individual experiences have a common feature:
this is something that none of us
had undergone before. All of us
found not being able to access
campus dining facilities and thus
missing out on the social dimensions of eating, having to live on
less food that we usually consume, and on food which is not
of the highest quality and nutritional value, very challenging,"
said Turjan.
In her journal entry, Augusta
Friendsmith talked about the
challenges she faced with hunger
and the effects it had on her
body. "Aside from one banana
that I bought at the Cave, I have
not eaten any fruit," she wrote.
"Nor have I had sugar all week. I
have noticed that I can be pretty
irritable and I can get annoyed
with people for no real reason. I
also feel hungry all the time. I'll
eat the rice and beans at one and
be starving again at four. As an
athlete, I am not getting enough
calories; I feel weak during practices. I weighed myself this
morning and, according to the
scale, I have lost four, to five
pounds this week. I have not
weighed this little since high
school."
"The biggest setback that I
experienced was being hungry a
lot of the time," Hendry wrote
in his journal. "I am really busy

during the week between classes,
my job, the gym, not to mention
late night study sessions and
paper writing. There was also
something to be desired about
the quality of food I was eating.
The nutritional value of my daily
diet was not that great, and I
could see my body starting to
change a little in response to the
lack of vitamins and nutrients.
The point that I really wanted to
make was that there is no way
for someone to function on a
high level without plentiful and
quality food."
It is this type of realization
that ConnPIRG hopes will
change the views of many people, in hopes of motivating people to work towards improving
the situation for the hungry part
of our population. The voices of
the hungry can be heard, but
only through this type of compassion can real change be initiated.
The ConnPIRG Hunger and
Homelessness group, which was
responsible for the involvement
in the Food Stamp Program, will
next start a Campus Kitchen,
which will cook meals oii campus and deliver them to shelters,
and it will hold the Hunger
Clean Up, where they will do
community service around
Hartford. Their fundraising
efforts for poverty relief efforts
on the local, national, and international levels will also continue.

TraditionsJBared' at Senior Brunch

continued from page 11
barely out of the jungle, which
would help justify why the United
States had to stay and bring socalled modernization to the
Filipino people," she said.
When Filipinos immigrated to
the U.S., they faced questions
such as what it is like to wear
clothing. One man said that his
family sold the only piece of land
they had in order to buy his ticket to the U.S., but once in the
U.S., Filipinos were treated as second-class citizens. They were
barred from many public facilities
and professions, and discriminated
against as "little brown monkeys."
It was not until after Filipinos
fought alongside white Americans
in World War II that discriminatory practices began to fade away
and in 1945, the Philippines
gained independence from the
U.S.
However,
for
FilipinoAmericans this independence
meant they would lose their citizenship. Immigration laws granted
only 50 Filipinos per year citizenship. Over 90 percent of the
Filipino-American
population
chose to stay in the U.S. after the
independence bill.
After 50 years as a colony of
the United States and 50 years of
discrimination and struggle,
Filipinos finally began to assimilate into U.S. culture.
In a. question and answer session after the screening of the documentary, Izon was asked whether

Filipino-Americans should learn
the history and language of the
Philippines. Izon responded with
the two sides to the question that
has beset so many immigrants. It
is advantageous to assimilate as
quickly as possible. He told the
story of a man who was economically successful and promoted
numerous times because of his
ability to master English. Speaking
without an accent, he explained,
immediately projected onto him
the idea of being smart and able;
however, language is also a large
part of personal identity.
"So much of your world view
is constructed by what you speak,
so when that language falls by the
wayside that is a loss, that world
view," he said.
Izon's next feature film, about
the last general to surrender during the Philippine-American War,
was inspired by an image he had
in a dream. While doing research
on the War, Izon was impressed by
a picture of a Filipino general,
who had surrendered only because
he had learned that his wife was
pregnant. The photographer had
captured him as a warrior, rather
than as a prisoner of war.
"He had on his face a look
• through the century kind of thing
... You have my body, but you
can't have my soul," Izon said.
That night, Izon had a dream
that this soldier came to him and
put his hand on his shoulder and
said, "You have to tell my story."
When he awoke the next morning,
Izon decided to do just that.

Top 10.
Places to Go Over Spring Break
10. Cancun. MTV is holding it's Spring Break
there again this year ... so actually, nevermind.
You're in your twenties now, not a teenybopper.
9. Home. Detox and uninterrupted sleep never
hurt anybody. And, if you wish really hard,
maybe Vh-1 will host another ANTM megamarathon to keep your week fashionably entertained.
8. Hartford. Just kidding. '
7. Tijuana. You're still depressed over The O.C.'s
cancellation and you're thinking of pulling a
Marissa by popping a bottle ofpills and passing
out in an alley. Hey, it's a hawt, Hollywood way
to go.
6. Vail, Sun Valley, Aspen, Jackson Hole, etc.
You've got a week, and frankly, these Vermont
mountains are pathetic.
5. Ireland, for an authentic St. Patrick's Day experience. I'd leave the gross green beer behind for
the Green Hills and Guinness in an instant.
Tradition continued at Trinity this past weekend with the annual Senior Brunch on Sunday in the
Vernon Social Center. Nearly the entire Class of 2007, close to 500 strong, gathered for the event that
included french toast sticks, scrambled eggs and most notably, all-you-can-drink mimosas. The actual
event went off without a hitch as the seniors were too busy reminiscing about freshman seminars and
discussing who would be streaking later on to throw any couches down flights of steps. Most remarkably, for probably the first time all year, seniors were awake before noon on Sunday. Some even chose
to push the envelope even further and blur the line between Saturday night and Sunday morning by not
going to bed between the Hall's 4:30 a.m. closing and their 9:30 a.m. pre-game. However, as tradition
has stated, the highlight of the day came after Chartwells closed down the Vernon Center and the seniors moved to the Main Quad. Select members of the senior class stripped down and ran laps between
the Chapel and the library to commemorate their imminent graduation. -Jon Simonian

4. Miami. Just be careful that you don't end up
strangled like the dead girl on CSI: Miami's
Spring Break episode.
3. Arizona or Florida, to stalk your fav MLB club
/ player at Spring Training. Baseball is back!
2. "I love Paris in the Springtime ...
1. Rehab. You know you probably need it, and
you're basically guaranteed to rub shoulders with
celebutantes like Brit and L.Lo.
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Trinity Treated to Islamic Awareness Events Sponsored by MSA
Mattson Discusses
Women in Islam

Erin Caner

Last Monday, March 5, Ingrid Mattson, President of the
Islamic Society of North America, held a conversation about
Islamic Women. She started the conversation with a brief statement confessing that she could not speak for all Muslim Women,
but she could relate to the experiences of others. Because it was
a conversation, the majority of the time was given to a question
and answer session, during which Mattson answered many
tough topics. A student wondered what Mattson thought of the
recent incidents in France regarding the hijab, the Muslim veil.
She confessed that the incidents stemmed over cultural misunderstandings. Another student asked Mattson how to deal with
negative discourse, to which she asserted that with the current
War on Terror, it is difficult to combat negative discussions. The
conversation served as an opportunity for people to learn more
about the experiences of Muslim women and to ask questions
about the Islamic world. - San-Eou Lan

For the

'Spiritual Awakening3 Lecture Serves to Facilitate Interfaith Dialogue
By MOLLY DINCE
FEATURES WRITER
In the spirit of Islam
Awareness Week, the Muslim
Student Association in concert
with Sohaib Sultan, the Muslim
Chaplain at Trinity, organized a
lecture on "Spiritual Awakening
in Islam." Kinza Elahi '09,
President of the Muslim
Students Association, stated as
her mission for Islam Awareness
Week to enlighten the community about Islamic faith and philosophy, as well as to comment
more generally on the importance of open, interfaith, and
cross-cultural dialogue: "This
year, Islam Awareness Week was
organized with the events of last
semester, regarding intolerance,
in mind. The motto of Islam
Awareness Week 2007 can be
said to be 'Unity through
Diversity.* By bringing so many
different speakers and performers on campus this past week, we
tried to show how different people, who have distinct personalities and interpretations of Islam,
can co-exist in peace and actually gain from each other's energies," Elahi said.
The event entailed the viewing of the documentary, The
Alchemy of Happiness, and a
discussion led by Suendem
Birinci, a Turkish Sufi and doctorate student of theology at the
Hartford Seminary. Birinci currently is studying to receive a
Ph.D. in Islamic Studies and
Muslim Relations and has led
numerous lectures on the merit
of interfaith dialogue.
The documentary celebrated
the renowned Muslim theologian Abu Hamid al-Ghazali for
his impact on Islamic thought
and practice. Birinci introduced
the film, declaring it "a theologically-loaded documentary, delineating the life of al-Ghazali and
his role in the history of Islam."
Birinci continued, "He was a
most important scholar who
lived in the 11th century.
Although he had a very short
life, he wrote prolifically, and is
now one of the most noted

Muslim scholars in the world."
Born in 1058 in Tus,
Khorasan, present-day Iran, Abu
Hamid al-Ghazali's industrious
work ethic and devotion to
Islam had a significant impact
on the Muslim world. Eventually
given the title, "Proof of Islam,"
he is also noted for his influence
on such Western philosophers as
Thomas Aquinas and Moses
Maimonides. He exhorted individuals to avoid temptation and
comfort in order to discover the
Truth — the most fundamental
lesson of Sufism.
Having lost his father in his
early adolescence, al-Ghazali
promptly became a student and
began writing on a range of subjects including jurisprudence,
theology, mysticism, and philosophy. One of the most fascinating moments in the film was the
discussion of his earliest philosophical revelations. He believed
that our senses must be questioned and his philosophy was in
itself deeply rooted in "rational
and mathematical knowledge,"
which accounts for his skepticism of a priori information. [A
priori is often employed to
describe conclusions that are
drawn independent of experience.] According to historians,
al-Ghazali declared, "Our reason
is not infallible but whether we
are awake or asleep, two plus two
is always equal to four. He felt
very ; comfortable with mathematics."
Al-Ghazali's success as a
philosopher elevated him to the
status of a celebrity but also
raised the question of why he
ultimately relinquished his career
and turned exclusively to
Sufism. Although he sought to
deny the legitimacy of philosophy, his theories of mysticism
were certainly an offshoot of his
initial beliefs. The film indicated
that he felt he could only
achieve certain knowledge and
conviction through Sufism and
in so doing, he revitalized
Islamic faith and raised Sufism
to a level of high recognition in
the Islamic community.
Birinci informed the audi-

ence of her outlook on the film
and the life of al-Ghazali. "Every
age," she explained, "has a
'renewer of faith' and that is
what makes every age distinct."
Birinci believes his lessons
apply to contemporary society
through the "focus on his own
weaknesses and his devotion to
discovering the Truth ... I think
in Sufism detachment and reflection are very important. But we
are all social beings in this modern age, so what are we to do?"
Chaplain Sultan commented
further on his interpretation of
the al-Ghazali's life: "the most
interesting aspect ... was his
desire to challenge religious
fanaticism and his ability to
articulate a more appealing
vision of Islam for his community. In doing so, al-Ghazali realized that he must first change
the condition of his own soul in
order to truly make a difference
in the world. That in essence is
the message of Islamic spirituality."
Quite similarly, the purpose
of Islam Awareness Week was to
ask individuals to, as stated by
Birinci, "turn inward, reflect,
and have a powerful eye" when
evaluating their values and to
recognize whether those values
contribute to the rest of society
in a positive manner. This
applies also to the mission of the
Muslims Student Association
and the mission of the College
at large. Elahi confirmed the
Assocation's aim to value diversity and channel this appreciation
towards creating a tolerant and
united campus environment.
"Our goal as a student organization on campus is not only to
make incoming Muslims and the
current Muslims residing on
campus feel comfortable, but
also to create dialogue and facilitate diversity at Trinity. As an
organization, we hope to have
added to the intellectual integrity of the campus by creating
events that not only incorporate
present-day political concerns,
but also reflect the concerns of
Trinity College and its student's
as well."

RELAY FOR LIFE
SIGN UP NOW!
That's why I go to Marist
The social and behavioral science master's degrees* at Marist College
can help you make a real difference for children, adolescents, and adults.
You will receive the resources to become professional counselors, school
psychologists, and teachers. Our graduate programs provide both on
campus and online courses, professional field education in community
agencies and schools, leading 1o strong academic preparation forNYSED
licensure and certification.
* Education, Educational Psychology, Mental Health Counseling,
and School Psychology

www.marist.edu/masters/ssbsl
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April 14-15
Sign up at:
i£b££&£ www.acsevents.ore/relay/cttrinity
Contact:
C aitlin.Farrell@trincoll.edu
Daniel.Hoyle@trincoll.edu
Harry.Cyphers@trincoll.edu
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Religion's Culture, Diversity Celebrated in Islam Awareness Week
Trinity Students Treated to Buffet ofAuthentic Islamic Food on Friday as Islamic Awareness Week Closes
ByKYLEWINNICK
FEATURES WRITER

I had the pleasure of treating
myself to an early dinner Friday
night by sampling various culinary
dishes from around the Islamic
world at the Islamic Food Festival
sponsored by the Muslim Students
Association as the final event of
Islam Awareness Week.
However, before I appeased my
ravenous curiosity and appetite, a
short Powerpoint presentation was
given to the attendees displaying
various Islamic musical traditions
and a brief look into the everyday
lives of Muslims around the world.
After the presentation, we were

urged to eat and get a taste for doubtful). Halal consists of foods
foods that perhaps we have never that are permissible for Islamic
come into contact with. I was par- people, in the same sense as
ticularly excited, since the last time Kosher for Jewish people. Food,
I had any authentic Middle particularly meat and poultry, is
Eastern food was at dinner at the divided between Halal and Haram.
Shish-Kebab
House
of , For instance, for the meat of a
Afghanistan, which was rather deli- land animal to be acceptable, the
cious. Before entering the back of animal has to be properly slaughTerrace Room B to grab my share, tered by a Muslim or by the
I knew that there were certain People of the Book (Christian or
foods I would not see, as it seems Jew), while mentioning the name
different cultures have their own Allah.' On the other hand, Haram
notion as to what should be con- refers to foods and substances that
sumed and what should not. In are prohibited to Muslims. Foods
the case of Islamic foods, there are like pork, carnivorous animals, and
three categories: Halal (meaning animals improperly slaughtered are
lawful), Haram- (meaning unlaw- classified as Haram. In addition,
ful), and Mashbooh (meaning alcohol is prohibited.

I tried to sample as many different foods as I could, but the
selection was overwhelming. I
started with hummus and pita
bread, which surprisingly, was
much better than the hummus
supplied by the Cave (if you can
call it that). For anyone who has
never had hummus before, it is a
dip made from ground chickpeas,
sesame seed paste, lemon juice,
garlic, and often times paprika.
Often, hummus comes with various garnishes.
Next, I had a Bosnian kebab
that was especially tender. Kebabs,
a summer time favorite for my
family, are most commonly lamb
or beef; the one that I was treated

Erin Caner

Students and other members of the Trinity community enjoy Muslim food from various Islamic regions while learning more about regional cuisine in the Middle East.

to was lamb.
My second plate consisted of a
couple falafels with a side of what
resembled fried rice, but tasted distinctively different. Falafels are
spiced fava-beans fried into a
crispy ball; this dish is often served
by street vendors or the equivalent
of American fast food restaurants.
The rice had a clouded yellow
color betrayed by bright red and
green spices. The rice was probably my favorite dish; it also had a
kick to it that added to its richness.
For my last dish, I had chicken
tikka, chicken tikka masala, and
paneer. Chicken tikka is a South
Asian dish made by baking small
pieces of chicken, which has been
marinated in spices and yogurt.
The marinade leaves a brick colored crush on the chicken, which
adds to the moisture and flavor of
the chicken. The masala is a bit
more obscure, as there are many
variations to the dish. Pieces of
chicken are cooked in a gravy
sauce, often tomato based, and
served with a liberal amount of the
gravy; this dish is particularly common in India. Both were delicious,
although I would have to say the
masala was better because of its flavorful sauce. The paneer, which is
a common cheese found in India,
was good after I got over the texture; it looks a bit like a seaweed
concoction but of course does not
taste remotely similar. The event
allowed me to experience a different region of the world.

Brother Dash Delivers Stirring Poetry Reading Inspired by Islamic Faith, Quran, Current Issues Last Thursday
By MAGGIE MacALPINE
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
On March 9, Trinity College
held its fourth event for Islam
Awareness Week with a performance by Brother Dash, an Islamic
African-American Spoken Word
poet. Brother Dash, short for
Brother Dasham K. Brookins,
converted to Islam in the mid'90s, but before that he had been
involved
in
the
Black
Nationalism movement.
Brother Dash wrote poetry
for much of his life, but he did
not start writing poetry that corresponded with his faith until
several years after his conversion.
He has performed on both sides
of the Atlantic in front of thousands of people and is on his way
to becoming the most wellknown English-speaking Islamic
Spoken Word poet.
Brother Dash's style is rhythmic and powerful, with a music
all its own that does not require
a background beat. His poems
are about faith, political, social
issues, and personal connections.
He draws inspiration from the
Quran, current events, and personal interactions. To say that he
recites poetry would be an under; statement; rather he performs his
work from memory with a mixture that is half-song, half-speech.
The first poem he performed
was called "The Meaning of
Life," which was his first poem as
a Muslim and was inspired by
the Quran. Another poem that

he performed was "Headline
Islam," about how Muslims have
to teach others about their religion so that the only information available isn't from the
media.
Brother Dash also recited one
of his less lyrical and much darker poems, "Nafs," about the dark
places and things inside of us
that affect our actions. The
fourth poem of the night, "Yo,
Little Brother," was a throwback
to an old-school 80s hip-hop
song of the same name that
played like a song but with a
breakdance beat. The poem was
spoken to the youths of this generation who are hurting not only
society but themselves through
their actions, and how Islam can
be a force to help save them from
their downward spiral. Brother
Dash's poems are filled with sensual imagery as well as a strong
message. "I'd like to think that
every poem has meaning," he
said before performing a beautiful poem in reverence to a
Muslim - woman,
called
"Muslimah" which was based in
part off the line from the Quran
that reads, "Paradise is at the foot
of the mother."
His next two poems, "They
Bombed the Pain" and "What is
this Blaze?" carried a political
message. The former was about
the war in Iraq, while the latter
commented on the many conflicts in the world today. My personal favorite poem, "Can I
Marry Your Daughter?" addressed

Arshe Ahmed

Brother Dash's rhythmic and powerful poetry reflects his experience with Islam and political, social, and personal issues.

racial issues within Islam, specifically the senselessness of racism
in regards to marriage. Brother
Dash's impassioned performance,
is usually responded to by cries
of, "Yes, you can!"
The last poem he performed
before the formal question and
answer session was his most

requested, titled, "Boom Chicka
Boom." It is a rhythmic piece
about the recurring fights within
relationships, their senselessness,
and what love is all about.
Brother Dash's poetry reading
was well-attended by both
Muslims and those of other
faiths. In addition to performing

two of his most requested pieces,
Brother Dash announced his
upcoming album, Poetically
Speaking, which will be released
in April. His Web site can be
found at MuslimPoet.com, and
he can also be found on
MySpace.com under his stage
name Brother Dash.

Under New Management!
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New Arcade
Fire Darker,
Embittered

Matthews
Elucidates
Sr. Thesis

By DAVID KIMBALLSTANLEY
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ

5 out of 5 Bantams
These days, when something
is described as, "over the top," it
is usually also described as "misguided" or "awful." In the past
year or so, grandiose rock has
been characterized by My
Chemical Romance trying to
make itself the new Queen and
the Killers trying to be the new
Springsteen, only to really wind
up closer to an emo Meatloaf
and
a
synthed-up
John
Mellencamp, respectively. Well,
thank God for the Arcade Fire,
whose new album Neon Bible is
not only wonderfully epic in
both its sound arid its scope, but
is also the best rock album to be
released in at least two years.
Neon Bible takes on all the
major themes of rock: love, family, religion, and politics. And
the outlook on all of them is
bleak.
The album paints a
dystopian picture of the modern
western world, and it begs you to
try and escape.
Like most great albums,
Neon Bible is best heard in its
entirety. The only proper point
of entry is its opening track,
"Black Mirror," which sets the
jaded tone for the rest of the
album. Likewise, the album's
closer, "My Body Is A Cage," is
over the top and arguably a little
too brooding, but coming after
the rest of the album, it is perfect.
Despite the album's sad tone,
it is both accessible and catchy.
The catchiest of all is "Keep The
Car Running," which sounds like
it came right out of the New
Order Songbook, and "Ocean of
Noise," a ballad that starts off
softly only to come a roaring climax thanks to a horn section
recorded courtesy of the Tucson,
Ariz, band Calexico.
Most
impressively, the band achieves
catchy results without having to
sacrifice its experimentation.
The best example is "Black
Waves/Bad Vibrations," which
starts off with Regine Chassagne,
the band's female vocalist,
singing over dissonant high trills
see NEON on page 19

ARTS WRITER

mypetjawa.mu.nu
Fierce Spartans face off against the mighty Persian Empire in the movie adaptation of Prank Miller's graphic novel, 300

300 Delights with Cast, Fails with Script
ByKATYNOIIN • EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Z

ach Snyder's 300, long awaited by Classics nerds (like
myself), teenage boys, and gay porn stars alike, finally
made its debut this weekend and it lived up to its prerelease hype, smashing the competition in true Spartan form.
Adapted from Frank Miller's 1998 graphic novel and loosely
(very loosely) based on Herodotus5 account of the Battle of
Thermopylae in 480 B.C.E., the film earned a whopping $70
million in its first weekend, sending its puny competitors
Wild Hogs and Noibit running for the hills like the
Athenian "philosophers and boy lovers" they truly are. The
film delivers a one-two punch with its deliriously violent battle scenes and a few killer one-liners, but it fails to win the
war with its cliched script, overdone graphics, and underdeveloped plot.
The film begins quite anticlimactically, as a voiceover
describes Sparta's love of fit,
healthy children, its violent
hatred for all those deemed
unworthy, and the childhood
of King Leonidas, raised in the
Spartan ethos of violence,
courage, and honor. At the
age of seven, like all other
Spartan boys, Leonidas is
unceremoniously booted from
his home and sent to the
wilderness to find himself and
his warlike spirit. The scrawny
youth returns years later as a
sexy, svelte adult (played by
Gerard Butler), whose world is
threatened by the invasion of
the Persians, a luxurious,
Eastern culture led by the
King-God
Xerxes
(Love
Actualtys Rodrigo Santoro in
drag). Accompanied by 299
fearless warriors, including the
bard warrior Dilios (David
Wenham), the bloodthirsty
Captain (Vincent Regan), and
the
wisecracking
Stelios

(

i

t

(Michael Fassbender), he leaves
his queen, Gorgo (Lena
Headey), to hold the massive
Persian army at bay — an easy
task for Spartans, of course.
Xerxes, a
flamboyant,
blinged-out giant, attempts to
dissuade Leonidas from his
valiant task, as does the crippled Spartan reject Ephialtes
(played tragically well by Andy
Tiernan), but, as history tells
us, the Spartans refuse to give
up their honor, and keep true
to their promise to fight to
death against masked ninjas,
exotic creatures, and mythological monsters. Back in
Sparta, as the war rages on,
Gorgo must fight against the
perverted and skeevy politician
Theron (Dominic West) to get
military support for her husband from Sparta's elders.
Butler comes off a strong
performance in The Phantom
of the Opera, where he starred
as the masked evil protagonist.
He also appeared as Angelina

goodcomics.comicbookresources.com

A scene from Miller's graphic novel

Jolie's love interest in Lara
Croft Tomb Raider: the Cradle
of Life and as the kick-ass warrior Beowulf in Beowulf and
Grendel. West is a more familiar face from his roles in Mona
Lisa Smile and Chicago, and
Wenham should be recognizable to the Tolkien fans for his
role in the Lord of the Rings
trilogy.
Headey truly shines in her
role, mainly because she is the
only female with actual speaking lines and her only competition is a drugged oracle and
disfigured Persian prostitutes,
and she tries valiantly to bring
a deeper intellectual and emotional aspect to the film. Her
feminine character seems quite

Unconventional.
Intense.
Perplexing. This is Melissa
Matthews' senior thesis performance, entitled ^insert title here'\
in a nutshell. The piece blended
different artistic theories and
artistic traditions to create a personal and individualized performance that centered on the
reaction of each audience member. For the name of the performance, Matthews stuck with
the theme of "creating your own
experience," and wanted the
audience to decide for themselves with what they would
come away.
From the outset, the show
went against the grain of what is
normally expected from any theatrical piece. Those in attendance
were first led to wait in a separate
room and then directed one by
one to their seats as the piece was
to begin, except for the fact that
there were no seats. The audience
was actually made to stand in
three separate areas around a
"leader character." The selections
were made completely at random, and each individual was
placed with Trevor Hyde '07,
Claire Nasuti '08, or Sarah
Schoenbeck '09, all playing themselves. From there, each group
had to choose amongst themselves where they wanted to go the leader character would either
go to work, recount a bad day, or
visit family.
Elmer Rice's The Adding
Machine was adapted for the
"work" scene, in which the audience sees the leader character as a
white-collar worker at the office,
where he sits at his desk, just
adding numbers. He is exploited,
and carries out his existence
essentially operating as a human
machine. The "bad day" scene
was adapted from Tennessee
Williams' Suddenly Last Summer.
The leader character is being
interviewed by a doctor about
his/her cousin Sebastian's mysterious death. Sebastian's mother,
Mrs. Violet Venable, is present at
said interview, and doesn't make
it easy-going for the leader character to tell the story of
Sebastian's death.
The "family" scene comes

see SNYDER'S on page 18

The Trinity Tripod puts out on Tuesdays and now you
can too! Purchase official Tripod apparel at
i wwwxafepress.com/trinitytripod. These reasonably
priced items feature our distinctive title and many
feature the catchphrase "We Put Out On Tuesdays" - so
everyone will know that you read the Tripod.
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Snyder's Latest Comic-Inspired Movie Dominates at Box Office
continued from page 17

though this is painfully obvious through- !*?*:
out as actors stick out from the backout of place in this ode to all things mas- ground like pop up books, it does make
culine, and her storyline seems underde- for some really nifty shots. Larry Fong's
veloped and not thought out enough.
cinematography is, for the first 20 minSnyder, known mainly for his film utes at least, truly astounding, but by the
Dawn of the Dead, remains true to end of the first hour it becomes a little
Miller's original graphic novel and trans- stifling and expected. Paired with Tyler
lates the story visually to film quite well. Bates' lyrical and stirring soundtrack,
Unlike Robert Rodriguez's version of though, many of the most dramatic and
Miller's Sia City, which came off as a bad emotional shots strike a deep chord and
combination of film noir and a kid with succeed in affecting the pathos of the
too many crayons and no sense of color- audience.
ing, Snyder makes a film that is easy to
For all of the film's visual strengths,
follow, nice to look at (for more than however, the abysmal script takes everyone reason), and that tells a good, moti- thing down several notches. Snyder, Kurt
vating, not to mention slightly education- Johnstad, and Michael Gordon remain
al, story. The two hours definitely go by extremely faithful to Miller's graphic
quickly, and it is difficult not to cheer novel format in both the film's appearalong with the rest of the audience.
ance and its writing, and while this works
Aesthetically, this film definitely goes visually to an extent, the script fails mis- Spartan warriors viciously battle against the Persian
in an anti-Spartan direction, delving into erably, seeming more like a willy-nilly
the deep end of the visual and special compilation of battle cliches, inspira- voiceover at the end of the film in particeffects pool. 90 percent of the film was tional speaker's montages, and over ular gave me a terrible case of the corny
shot in front of blue or green screen, and, thought, unrealistic comments. The chills, and I found it difficult to keep
from giggling at the sheer banality of the
stilted words. Fassbender's character is
given the one decent line in the film, so
keep your ears open for good, rare
zingers.
Many critics are finding deeper meanings in the film, observing that it has a certain effeminate East versus masculine West
aspect that should make viewers in the
Middle East uncomfortable. Others see in
it shades of the conflict between homoeroticism and homophobia, an understandable reading considering Santoro's drag
costume, the overwhelming male comradery, and the many sexual innuendos.
Both interpretations can be argued, but the
main point of the film is not to examine
societal conflicts but to celebrate heroism.
www.msnbc.msn.com
300 was undoubtedly an underdog for
King Leonidas (Gerard Butler) and Gorgo (Lena Headey) react angrily to a Persian messenger in 300.

Artist Spotlight: M. Matthews
continued from page 17
from Sam Shepard's Buried Child, in
which the leader character enters into the
midst of his/her ranting, alcoholic grandfather and hulking, semi-idiot father who
don't remember or recognize who he/she
is. The leader character's girlfriend is also
present, simply "along for the ride,"
unable to comprehend the madness.
As the various scenes take place (the
order and number completely different for
each performance), the entire atmosphere
is very chaotic and even somewhat disorienting, especially for the actors. This was a
key focus for Matthews and her actors.
Matthews explained, "In those kinds
of circumstances, the hardest tiling about
that is being able to maintain your focus,
and to be able to say what you're supposed to say. When [the cast and I] first
worked on the script, I handed them out
this base text, and we went through, and
said, 'Look, Trevor, Claire, and Sarah, you
are yourselves. How would you say this
line to make it sound like it's something
that you said?'" she said. This added an
interesting dimension to the piece.
"And in that way, for them, it became
easier to memorize, because it was their
own words. And then the other actors
riffed off of them, so if there was a line
where they were just like, 'That's the most
awkward line in the whole world and I
don't know how to say that/ we either cut
the line or changed the line. So that wasn't a hassle, but it was an obstacle in so far
as you had to sit down and plot out the
! script. Then they had to have those lines
down hard. If they didn't have them down
to where they could say them backwards,
they would've been completely screwed,
because so much is happening," Matthews

said. "There's a monologue, there's a
voiceover, there's music coming from each
scene, there's a ticking clock in there."
These various elements all essentially
added layer upon layer of discomfort,
which was one of the deliberate, driving
forces behind the piece.
"Last spring when I had to write my
thesis proposal, my original idea had been
to use three artists and work through
those three aesthetics and then try to
combine them into one aesthetic and pull
different aspects of each of them,"
Matthews said. "It turned out that I only
ended up using John Cage, a little Merce
Cunningham, and Antonin Arfaud. And
so there are a couple of different theories
at work in that."
The texts Matthews chose for her piece
were also significant. "I picked them
because they happen to be my three
favorite plays that I read when I was in
American Theatre History with Mitchell
Polin, and they also happen to land in
terms of being somewhat disturbing," she
. said.
"The idea is that everyone sees it differently and everyone attacks it from a
different angle, so depending on what
order you saw scenes in, and what scenes
resonated most with you, you might call
it something else, and I didn't want to
lead [the audience] into thinking anything specific about it," Matthews further clarified.
Overall, the multi-faceted manifestations of "forced awkwardness" Matthews
created combined with her choice of
compilations from various works and the
cast's strong acting brought about an
atypical but engaging performance that
challenged the audience with a novel,
personalized experience.

www.themovieblog.com
bad guys in Zach Snyder's bloody blockbuster 300.

studio analysts. Despite its R rating and
having a B list star (albeit an attractive, talented one) as its most notable actor, 300
garnered the best March release to date,
beating Ice Age: The Meltdown's $68 million last year. After The Matrix Reloaded
and The Passion of the Christ (with $91.8
million and $83.8 million respectively), it
is the third best opening weekend for an R
rated movie ever, not adjusted for inflation. With its success so far and its buzz
factor among the 18-25 demographic, it
should continue to top the box office for
several weeks and many are predicting that
it will be the biggest hit of the year.
For all the men (and gore-loving gals)
out there though, this film is a must-see.
For the rest, even the most squeamish
amongst you, this film is a must, if only
to see all those hot, hot men parading
around in. their sexy spankies and piled,
chiseled 12-packs.
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Neon Bible Lives Up to Expectations amarcord Performs for a
Packed Chapel Audience
continued from page 17

before breaking into what is basically a totally different, darker,
more intense song, sung by Win
Butler, the band's frontman.
The largest strides the band
has made are in Butler's lyrics.
Unlike in the band's debut,
Neon Bible is far less concerned
with complete narratives within
each song, instead taking a more
thematic approach. The album's
major themes are not addressed
individually in songs, instead
they are taken on together
throughout the album as a
whole. There are a number of
anti-war sentiments in songs like
"Windowsill" (I don't want to
fight in the holy war/I don't
want the salesman knocking at
my door/ I don't want to live in
America no more), or "Antichrist
Television Blues" (Now the war is
won/ how come nothing tastes
good?). The album doesn't really hit its stride until it takes on
organized religion, which comes
under fire in "Intervention"
(Working for the Church while
your family dies), "The Well and
the Lighthouse" (The lions and
the lambs ain't sleeping yet) and
others.
It is a little ironic then that,
the best track on the album was
recorded
in
a
church.
"Intervention" prominently features a centuries-old organ
recorded live in a Montreal
church that the band bought just
for the album. A close second to
"Intervention," however, is "No
Cars Go." "No Cars Go" origiDeared on the band's self-

continued from page 1

thebossmancometh.blogspot.com
In Neon Bible, Arcade Fire take a critical look at the shortcomings of society.

titled EP, only to now be re- ble. Instead, they chose "My
recorded with a Hungarian mili- Body Is a Cage," which speaks to
tary choir, giving
the impossibility
a new level of
Neon Bible is a beauti- of escape. This
grandeur.
is a sad album.
ful, important work of
Neon Bible is
"No Cars Go"
art rock. It paints a
a
beautiful,
is one of the
important
work
more important
disturbing picture of
of art rock. It
thematic songs
our times, but not necpaints a disturbon the album, as
essarily an incorrect
ing picture of
it is the song that
our times, but
pleads for the lisone. In fact, its critinot necessarily
tening audience
cisms are startlingly
an incorrect one.
to escape the
valid, which is why this In fact, its critidystopia
the
band
has
may go down as one of cisms are startlingly
valid,
described.
Of
the de£ning records of
which is why this
course, "No Cars
our time.
may go down as
Go" is not the
one of the defincloser of the
album, because escape is impossi- ing records of our time.

Cinestudio
Pan's Labyrinth
Guillermo Del Toro's extraordinary new film, has the vision to treat the fairy tale fantasy of a young girl
with the same degree of seriousness as it does the factual terrors of her everyday life. O'felia (Ivana
Baquero) is an imaginative 11-year-old girl whose mother moves in with a sadistic captain in Franco's
Spain. As he tracks down the last partisans in the forest, Ofelia turns away to the world of an underground labyrinth ruled by Pan (Doug Jones of Del Toro's Hellboy), who gives her three tasks to prove
that she is the princess of this supernatural kingdom. Don't miss the small window of time left to experience this visually breathtaking film on the big screen. "The beauty of Pan's Labyrinth exists for its
own sake. The magic has a purpose." - Stuart Klawans, The Nation.
March 13: 7:30 p.m.

121 (Darius Milhaud) made their
accomplishments in a cappella
quite clear. The blend of gorgeous voices was absolutely
incredible. The perfect resonance
and beautiful harmonies took my
breath away. Throughout the
concert, the acoustics of the
chapel made the show that much
more stunning; I didn't want it to
end. The strong voices had great
blend, which particularly showed
in their unisons when it was hard
to tell them apart: they sounded
like one incredible voice. Alleluya
moduletur. V. Veni, mater gratie
started soft but increased in beauty and tempo as the piece went
on. It was bouncy and fun. It was
during this song I realized that
the group members never seemed
to need to count in for a song. It
was as if they communicated telepathically.
The strong singing during
"Funeral Ikos" took advantage of
the chapel's acoustics and won a
great round of applause from the
appreciative audience. Next the
Chapel Singers joined amarcord
onstage for the premiere performance of "Quam Dilecta." The
result was a wonderful balance of
great voices. The pitch and tone of
the Chapel Singers were amazing,
and dynamics throughout the
song were excellent, amarcord's
passion for music is very clear. The
second half began with "Das Glaut
zu Speyer," which translates to
"The Ring of the Bells," and amarcord dedicated this piece to Trinity
College as a birthday present in
honor of the chapel's 75th anniversary. The humorous personality of
the group came out more in the
second half, as amarcord wanted to
dedicate Come away, come, sweet
love "to all the ladies in the
house." A Spanish song, "Gentil
sefiora mia," by Juan Vasquez, had
beautiful dynamics and incredible
resonance, particularly at the
crescendos. The last songs of the

concert, aptly titled "Folk Songs
by Announcement," were simply
hilarious. The first, apparently by
Johann S. Bach, was a wonderful
piece with fanny percussion and
no lyrics, and amarcord clearly had
a lot of fan with it. In the next
song, Deconstructing Johann,
amarcord wanted to explain the
wisdom and genius of J.S. Bach.
When they finally (hilariously)
deconstructed the dilemmas of
Bach, and of course his genius, and
after one member took a "random" phone call, Lattke simply
announced, "Now you know!"
The next song, an upbeat Cuban
piece, had amarcord dancing and
the crowd laughing. Another piece
required more of an explanation,
and a volunteer. Upon amarcord's
travels, they discovered that people
around the world don't know
much about the skeleton. As people from Leipzig are supposed to
be enlightened, they needed to
pass this enlightenment on. Thus
came a unanimously voted volunteer, John Rose, and the performance of "Dry Bones." As the group
sang about different parts of the
body, one member pointed them
out on Rose. He danced around,
and got the audience to clap along
with him. Afterwards, the audience
broke into a resounding applause,
which wonderfully resulted in an
encore performance of "For the
Longest Time." It was a fan time
had by all.
As Devin Romanul '07 put it,
"It was a tremendous privilege.
They are one of the most talented
groups on the planet. I was blown
away by the sound."
When asked how the concert
wentj Krause (bass) said that it
went very well. He was "pleased
with the audience and got a nice
response. They were very receptive
... living right in one moment. It
was a special atmosphere, and we
love to create that for the audience." The "remarkable blend" of
amarcord made for a stunning
night of musical performance.

Letters From Iwo Jima
At age 76, Clint Eastwood has directed a war film with a simple, radical vision: it looks into the eyes of
enemy soldiers and sees them as human beings. Letters From Iwo Jima is a. companion movie to Hags of
Our Fathers, both of which are about one of the bloodiest battles of World War II, which took the lives of
7,000 Americans and nearly 20,000 Japanese. Shot entirely in Japanese, it takes us into the reality of an army
of frightened men fighting an unjust war, who care more about making it home to their loved ones than
world domination. Ken Wantanabe (The Last Samurai) stars as an enlightened general who has been given
orders to sacrifice his men in a losing cause, "Another masterwork from Clint Eastwood's astonishing late
period, and one of the best war movies ever." - A.O. Scott, The New York Times.
March 14-16; 7:30 p.m.
March 17: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.

ptr
Sam Lin
John Rose was unanimously chosen to assist in the performance of "Dry Bones."

El Topo
After being unavailable for 26 years, the original midnight movie cult classic, restored by the director, comes
to the big screen at Cinestudio! Hailed by John Lennon as a masterpiece, El Topo is a hallucinatory antidote to the American western. Chilean-born director/writer Alejandro Jodorowski, who said "I ask of cinema what most North Americans ask of psychedelic drugs," stars as a lonely gunslinger with a quest to
become the fastest shooter on earth. On his sometimes bloody road to enlightenment he meets four Zenlike masters, a community of underground monks, a whip-toting lesbian, and the pure-of-heart little person
he takes for a wife. "A ragtag circus wandering through a fantasy realm part Treasure of the Sierra Madre,
part Tolkien's Middle-earth. Maestro, I salute you: paz y amor!" - J. Hoberman, Village Voice.
. . March 18: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.
March 19-20: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.

For more information, see www.cinestudio.org.

Sam Lin
The Chapel Singers and amarcord celebrated the Chapel's 75th anniversary in song.
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Rumors about Sale of Babe Ruth to Yankees NotTo Be Believed
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER

events in Red Sox history. I no
longer need to rely on any kind
of myths, as I have been privileged to look into the past and
see the details without any of
time's distortions. Now, with the
baseball season fast approaching,
I feel it is time to conclusively
demystify the sale of Babe Ruth.
Myth #1: Frazee and the Red
Sox had no idea that they were
getting rid of the game's greatest
home-run hitter. This misconception is probably the easiest of all
to disprove. While it is true that
Ruth spent most of his Red Sox
years as a pitcher and his singleseason high for homers in
Boston was "only" 29 (actually a
record at the time), many people
would have you believe that
everyone in Boston misevaluated
Ruth's talents; this is simply not
the case. In only two days worth
of coverage in the Times, the
superlative references that
describe Ruth are almost as
numerous as the nicknames
he would eventually earn:
"perfect hitter," "home run
king," "Colossus of Clout,"
and "Sultan of Swat" are only
a few. Frazee himself described
his ex-employee as "without
question [...] the greatest
hitter that the game has
even seen," high
praise for someone who's just
been
sent
packing. ,
Some ofrRuth's^
m o r e
o v e r looked tal-

Over the passage of time,
some people become larger than
life, greater than everything
around them. Once they become
part of history, many become
myths. Myth becomes legend or,
in few cases, something even
more. Unsurprisingly, Babe
Ruth, baseball's most prolific
slugger, grew larger than even the
game that made him famous.
From his numerous nicknames
to his "called shot," Ruth indeed
has become a legend of monumental proportions.
It is only logical that one of
the most curious events of his
career has garnered its own attention: the sale of his playing rights
from the Boston Red Sox to the
New York Yankees. Almost everyone knows the basic "facts" of
the sale: a foolish and cheap Red
Sox owner by the name of Harry
Frazee sold the rights to the man
who would become the game's
greatest player in order to finance
the musical No, No, Nanette.
The resulting "Curse of the
Bambino" has been cited as both
an excuse for Red Sox failures
and as a nasty reminder by
Yankee fans.
Even with the Red Sox World
Series victory in 2004 and the
"reverse of The Curse," most
people still accept the erroneous
"facts" of the sale of Babe Ruth,
perpetuated by certain sportswriters who use it as a meal ticket Recently, though, I had the
privilege of coming to my own
conclusion, thanks to a wonderful compilation of New York
Times articles detailing many www.helloboslon com
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ents are mentioned in the Times
article too, such as his 12 triples
in 1919 and league-leading 26
outfield assists that same year.
Indeed, Ruth was an extremely
talented ballplayer, but that was
as well known at the time of the
sale in 1920 as it is now.
Myth #2: Boston fens could
have cared less about the sale,
and their children's children's
children should pay for it with
guilt one hundred times over.
Only a day after the sale was
announced, Boston was apparently abuzz over the deal, and
not in a positive manner.
Between mention of derogatory
cartoons published in local
Boston newspapers and comments that "Boston frowns on
the deal" and "fans in the Hub
resent transfer" it is clear that the
average baseball fan knew what
..they would be missing. A
^ leader of the Royal Rooters, a
famous group of Red
Sox fanatics, was
| quoted as saying
'"Ruth was 90 percent of our club last
f Summer," the
.kind
offthe-cuff comment you
' might hear
on the streets
today.
Even
without upto-theminute
tickers
and internet
coverage,
old-time
baseball
fans could

be just as emotional and devoted
as modern fans, and they certainly cannot be pegged with any
blame in this case.
Myth #3: It was all about the
money. Now we delve into the
real meat of the issue. If you've
ever heard a rumor that Ruth was
a troublemaker, bad apple, or the
like, it turns out that it wasn't
realty a rumor at all. The negative
comments towards Ruth are dotted throughout the Times coverage of the sale, all referred to as
the impetus for the deal. Frazee
claimed that the Red Sox were
"fast becoming a one man team."
His comments the following day
were even more scathing, such as
how Ruth was "one of the most
selfish and inconsiderate men
that ever wore a baseball uniform
[...] twice during the past two seasons Babe has jumped the club
and revolted." Given his notorious nightlife antics that are still
talked about, mention of Ruth as
a cancer on and off the field
hints that the Red Sox were not
selling their best
hitter away due to a
simple whim.
To make matters worse,
money actually was an issue as
well. The Times referenced an
announcement by Ruth that he
would not take the field for the
$10,000 salary his contract called
for. The team was far from financially stable, having sold three
other players in recent years to
other teams. The $40,000 plus
received by Boston for each player comprised three of the four
largest players sales in baseball
history at that time. Given the
opportunity to obtain a record
amount of cash, Frazee promised

to rebuild the team around a few
good players instead of one great
one. He failed in that endeavor,
but that's another story.
The truth of the sale of Babe
Ruth comes down to a simple
realization; the Great Bambino
was the very first prima donna
superstar, encompassing all that
that designation implies. He
demanded special treatment, did
not act as a member of his team,
and threatened a holdout when
he felt he wasn't being paid
enough (look up some of Johan
Santana's or Carlos Zambrano's
recent comments to see the fruits
of the tree Ruth planted). Like
Eli Manning in the 2004 NFL
draft, Ruth sought everything the
Big Apple had to offer, and managed to force his own team's
hand. While the Red Sox could
have approached the situation
better, they accepted that Ruth
both needed and desired a
change of scenery, he could not
stay in Boston, and that only one
team was willing to both give up
the appropriate amount of cash
and fulfill Ruth's contract
demands.
Frazee never could have anticipated that the two franchises,
which at the time worked very
well together, would become
rivals to the highest degree, or
that he would be tabbed as the
cause of both Yankee glory and
Red Sox misery. But no matter
what a certain "curly-haired
boyfriend" would have you
believe, there was no curse, no
miserly musical lover, and rio
mistake of epic proportions, only
the first of many franchises that
would be held hostage by a player bigger than the game itself.
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continued from page 24
she proved she was not quite
done terrorizing the Mules as she
and freshman midfielder Sarah
Remes both scored goals,
expanding the Trinity lead to a 93 differential.
Though she dominated the
game, Malinowski attested to the
true team nature of the Bantams
win: "Our team worked as a unit
today both defensively and offensively and we made some great
connections in the midfield."
Junior attack CJ. Yanofsky and
sophomore midfielder Carrie
Disa made the team effort a reality with a combined three goals
and two assists.
Along with the well-rounded

offensive attack, Trinity shone on
the defensive end of the field as
well. Bantam goaltender, junior
Michelle Smith, came through
with 17 saves in the game and
held the Mules to only four goals
up until the 8:23 mark of the second half.
With the Scoreboard reading
104 in favor of the Bantams,
Colby was able to go on a bit of
a run, scoring three straight goals
to close out the game, but they
still came up just short, dropping
their season opener to Trinity in
upset
fashion.
Malinowski
referred to the win as "critical to
the start of our season," and
credited the team's long hours of
hard work throughout the offseason as the reason they were
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able to shock the Mules.
Malinowski and her teammates are surely excited about
starting the season with the upset
win, which follows in accordance
with her admittedly high, though
certainly not unrealistic, expectations for this year's team. "We
have a solid team with a lot of
depth and we will be competing
for one of the top spots in the
league," she said.
The Bantams now look ahead
to continuing to prove themselves as they travel to
Willimantic,
Conn.
this
Thursday afternoon to battle the
Eastern
Connecticut
State
University Warriors and try to
start their season off with backto-back wins.

Courtesy of Amory Minot '09

Photo courtesy of Rob Kievit, The Colby Echo
Sophomore midfielder Carrie Disa approaches the Colby goal amidst defenders in a game that Trinity won in a 10-7 upset.

The Women's Crew team competes in the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Fall 2006. For a full preview of the
Men's and Women's teams, see page 23.

'm.

Army Health Professions Program
Look for the new "student jobs"
category on Trinity Exchange.
You will find highlights on the
latest entry-level jobs, paid
internships and fellowship
programs. For more in-depth
information, please visit

If you are thinking about the health professions, you can't
afford, to miss this event. A representative from the Army's
Health Professions Schokrship Program will be on campus
to talk about th§ many opportunities they offer for further
studies in the health professions. Essentially, this is a
chance for graduate and professional school students to
have Uncle Sam pay for their full tuition, books and fees,
and a living stipend. With this program, you can study
medicine, nursing, dentistry, optometry, clinical
psychology, or veterinary medicine for FREE.

https//tiiiicoll.ereciiiitiiig.coiii or

Wednesday, March 14
6:00pm, Career Serviees Lobby

come in to talk with a career
specialist.

On-Campus Interview
Wadell & Reed, Inc.
Financial services company is looking for graduates
interested in learning financial planning skills to
become a professional in the financial sendees
business. They offer exceptional earning potential
through liberal commissions, fee, and bonus
programs, ongoing professional development and
mentoring support.. Please visit http://
trincoll.erecruiting.com to upload your resume and
cover letter to be selected for an interview.

Readak Educational Services
Eeadak will be conducting an info session on
Wednesday, March 28 at 6:00pm in Career Services.
Please bring your resume with you. Interviews will
be conducted the next day. Please visit http://
trincQll.erecruiting.com to upload your resume and
cover letter and sign up for an interview time. Readak
is an internationally recognized and established
educational service seeking Liberal Arts graduates to
teach our advanced study skills course to students in
grades 5-14 in private schools throughout the U.S. and
overseas. This is an excellent opportunity for people
who wish to travel and are interested in gaining
valuable experience. The skills our teachers acquire
enable them to begin a career in a number of
professions in addition to education. Please see our
website (www.readak.com) for more information.
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Trin Equestrian Team Holds First Home Show of the Season
ByKATYNOUN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The
Trinity
College
Equestrian Team, currently ranked
ninth in Zone One, Region One
of the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association, competed at Mystic
Valley Hunt Club in Glades Ferry,
Conn, this past Sunday at a show
hosted by Connecticut College.
No team members qualified for
the Regional Competition this
year, but Senior Whitney Smith
and Junior Samantha Lee
Simmons were just below the
qualifying point.
The IHSA is not a part of the
NCAA, and, as a result, the
Trinity team does not fall under
the jurisdiction of the Athletic
Department. Instead, it is structured like a club sport and
receives some of its money from
the SGA. The rest of the money
required for lessons and transportation is provided by team
members,
Depending on their experience, riders compete in one of
five categories: Open Fences and
Open Flat (the most advanced),
Intermediate
Flat
and
Intermediate Fences, Novice Flat
and Novice Fences, Advanced
Walk Trot Canter, or Walk Trot.
Riders move up to the next level
after two years in a level or if the
reach a certain number of points
within that level. At shows, riders
are judged for their individual per-

formance, for which they receive
ribbons and points, and then the
team competes against other
schools with the sum of its individual points.
At the Conn. College Show,
the team performed well, led by
team captain and president
Catherine Condella '07, who
placed first in Novice Flat and
second in Novice Fences.
Condella was also in a ride-off for
Reserve High Point Rider. In
Novice Flat, Freshmen Noelle
Bessette place fourth and
Gabrielle Bressack placed fifth.
Bessette also placed third in
Novice Fences.
In Open Fences, Show
Coordinator Whitney Smith '07
placed second and Hannah Wirfel
'07 placed third. Wirfel placed
sixth and Smith did not place in
Open Flat. Freshman Amanda
Curley and Junior Audrey Zahor
both rode in Intermediate Flat
and Intermediate Fences, but neither placed.
In Advanced Walk Trot
Canter, Kendra Smith '10 placed
first; Sarah Thayer '10 did not
place.
In Walk Trot, Trinity riders
performed very well, with Isabelle
McTwigan '10 placing first,
Alexandra Masko '10 placing
third, and Morgan Schofer '10
and Monique Tarrant '08 both
placing fifth.
Other riders on the team are
Senior Hannah Knipple, Vice

President Rachel Goodman c09,
and Genevive Gadenne '09.
The team competes against 10
other schools in Region 1, including the dominant University of
Connecticut team - which has
won the last two Regionals - as
well as Brown University, Rogers
Williams
University,
and
University of Rhode Island. As of
Feb. 24, 2007, Brown is currently
leading the Region 1 pack with
287 points; UConn has 272,
Roger Williams 238, and URI232.
Conn.
College
and Post
University are tied at 185, with
Johnson and Wales University
close behind at 183 and Wesleyan
University at 175. Trinity currently has 126 points, followed by
Rhode Island College with 124
and Central
Connecticut
S t a t
University
with 107.

"We're a small team
(17 girls) so that m ll <.<.
it hard sometimes competing against the tai,
er teams like
and Brown," said
Condella, "but we
do pretty well for
ourselves."
At
the
UConn show
on February

barns, moving from the Ethel
Walker School in Simsbury,
Conn, to Windcrest Farm, in
Hebron, Conn. Team members
are able to ride one to two times
a week, though a busy schedule, a
half hour drive, and expensive fees
make it difficult to get more lessons for team members. The team
usually attends four to five shows
each semester located throughout
Connecticut and Rhode Island.
The team also hosted its first
show in two years on Feb. 3 at
Windcrest. "It was a lot of work,
but the team really pulled together and the show went really well
[...] There's a lot involved [but] it
was definitely a good experience,"
Condella said. "It helped the
Trinity team to get their name out
there [...] We'll be hosting another one next year."
The team will compete at one
more show this semester hosted
by Johnson and Wales University
in Rehoboth, Mass, on Saturday.
The team will be losing
key seniors after this
season, but with a
strong roster of underclassmen (13 of the 17
riders are returning
next year and eight
are freshmen),
the
team should be a much more
dominant force in the coming
year.
Edwin C. Pratt
Whitney Smith '07 rides Coby at the Trinity show.

17, Trinity won Reserve High
Point College, coming in second
overall, and each individual rider
gave a strong performance. Smith
and Wirfel both placed first in
Open Fences, with Smith winning
first and Wirfel winning sixth for
Open Flat as well.
In Intermediate Fences, Zahor
placed first and Curley placed second; these results were switched in
Intermediate Flat as Curley placed
first and Zahor second.
Condella placed third in
Novice Flat and Novice Fences.
Bressack placed third in Flat but
did not place in Fences,
and Bessette placed
fourth in Fences but did
not place in Flat.
In Advanced Walk
Trot Canter, Smith
placed fourth and
Thayer placed sixth.
In Walk Trot,

placed
McTwigan placed
ond, and Tarrant
did not place.
This year,
the
team
switched
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The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA
program continues to prepare business professionals c
for the realities of management in global, technologydriven work environments in specializations such as:
• M B A WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING,
CIS, FINANCE, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,
, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• M B A - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST^ TRACK
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Systems
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QyinnSpiac U n i v e r s i t y offers graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business program,

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING

the master of arts in teaching (MAT) program or one of

Extensive internship programs, real-world experience and

the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism and

dynamic faculty have made the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in

interactive communications programs, all have been
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a professional

Teaching (MAT) program among the mosl respected in the
country. Now our MAT program is more affordable than ever,

career. For more information, call 1-800-462-1944,or

visit www.quinnipiac.edij.

thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for participation in
our internships, can waive tuition for most of the program.
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Hamden, Connecticut
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Division IIISplit Not likely, Says Trin Crew Looks to Replicate
s
s
Success of 05~ G6 Season
continued from page 1

the institutions are run, and
therefore the way in which their
athletic programs are run, are
distinctly varied. The call, then,
is to separate the two, allowing
for the smaller schools to stick to
the same, more conservative
approach, likely in a Division IV,
with more reforms, such as the
ability to offer athletic scholarships, coming to the larger
schools in the new Division III.
The Executive Committee
Working Group for the NCAA
developed a proposal for the
fourth division based on different
institutional
attitudes
towards athletics, rather than
capping Division III.
Two different groups are
working on proposals, one for a
Division IV, and one for a
Division III subdivision. Given
the fact that schools' actions are
dictated not only by the division
rules but also by"the conference
rules, and that in most cases,
schools that belong to the same
conference would join the same
division, little would likely
change on an individual level.
"Insofar as Trinity is concerned, splitting Division III
would in all likelihood have virtually no impact upon the
NESCAC schools since we
intend to stay together, regardless
of what happens in the NCAA
about Division III," said Trinity
President James F. Jones.
"Division III is the best division
in the US because it is clean, no
to college just to
p y s ! ,
Ill'"
^
nigh to replicating indentured
servitude - and the NESCAC,
for my money at least, is the best
of Division III. All our schools
have similar value systems, and
without similar value systems,
everything goes awry, as happens
when the scandals bxeak our in
Division I, as they' periodically
do."
"For those [who] are pushing
a re-divisioning, the feeling is

that it would be good to have crew team has done, what the
schools with similar philosophies football team has done. We have
about the place of academics and a lot of successful programs. I
athletics in their missions, plus don't get too caught up in the
similar admissions policies, com- Division III thing. We'll find
peting against one another," said ways to foster development and
Ronald D. Liebowitz, President growth," agreed Bill Decker,
of Middlebury College.
Head Coach of the Baseball
Should the division split and team.
the NESCAC stay together, this
Hazelton feels that this cause
sense of values would be main- for concern and the outcry for a
tained, and the immediate effects new division is all part of a long
on the sports teams would not line of inter-sports politics. "I
be very great.
was involved in this in the mid
The real consequence could '90s when we thought the NAIA
be in Admissions, where students [National
Association
of
who are being recruited might be Intercollegiate Athletics] was
less willing to commit to a going to go out of business and
Division IV o r Division III-AA there would be schools looking
school, where the stigma of for a place and they'd go to the
being associated with a lower NCAA," said Hazelton.
division might deter potential
"That would add about 100
applicants.
schools and make the popula"I have no idea how the per- tion of Division III over 500. We
ception would affect us," said had meetings and I represented
Rick Hazelton, Trinity's Athletic the NESCAC and co-chaired
Director. "Kids come for aca- with the head of the NCAC. We
demics and sports. They want a started looking at how to sepagood education and they're still rate the 400 schools in the
going to get it. We'll be in the NCAA Division III - state versus
same division as the other private, based on admissions perNESCAC schools, so that's not a centages, endowments, number
problem. Honestly, I think it's of sports, [...] sizes of schools.
much ado about nothing."
And then the NAIA never folded
Most Trinity coaches are up, so all this died off for a long
unconcerned about the way this time. Now it's rearing its head
change, if it happens at all, will again because the NCAA.
affect their teams. "It makes Division III is getting bigger
sense if you believe that each again, but I don't think it's a
division should ensure competi- problem. It was started by a contive balance," said Wesley Ng, ference in the Midwest to conHead Coach of the Women's trol the number of schools let in
Crew team. "Right now there are each year, but nobody wants to
Division III schools LhaU have bieak it .up and be in .division
enrollments of 40,000 to 400, . IV. Trinity does not want to be in
TTISSixeaSy y unbalanced. Division IV. Neither, I'm sure, do
However, if the spirit of the state schools."
Regardless, Trinity will conDivision III philosophy that
combines athletics and academ- tinue to attract students for both
ics in an appropriate way is. its academic merit and its athletimportant, then I don't really see ic value. The possible creation of
the need from a Trinity perspec- a new division or subdivision
will certainly affect Trinity athlettive."' •••,;•• :,,,:,...,: ... ..,.
,
ics,
but not necessarily in debili"We're going to playregardtating
ways. The athletic program
less of what division we're in [...]
will
continue
to strive for excelWe've been to two College
lence
under
whatever
new guideWorld Series. Look what the basketball team has done, what the lines are set forth by the NCAA.

Wood Homers Twice in Trinity Win
continued from page 24

Michael Regan '08, the pitcher of record, got off to a shaky
another homer, this time good start, allowing three singles and a
for two runs, and went 2-4 with double in the top of the fifth,
one run scored and two batted in. but Stafford's home run put the
The other offensive leader of the Bantams back on top for good,
game, Stafford, homered in the and Wood's homer in the sixth
extended the lead to
fifth to score J?
8-4.
three.
The teams traded
Trinity
runs on a Worcester
first blood this
RBI single and a juntime, thanks to a
ior
shortstop
miscue
Thomas DiBenedetto
Worcester pitcher
RBI double in the
Steve DiRoberto,
seventh that scored
scoring two runs
freshman pinch runwithout a hit
je&+•"»*•** ner/left fielder Jack
the second inning.
Abbott.
The Lancers tied
'-^.
The Lancers tried
it up on two sin-^
"- —
to get something
gles and a double
going in the eighth
in the
third.
www.trincoll.edu after closer Michael
Starter southpaw
Eric McGrath '09, Gogliettino went 2-4 in game one. Gfyguc '07 recorded
who did not
two quick outs, but
remain in the game long enough after giving up a home run to
to earn the win, ended a decent Kirk Monbleau, he struck out the
two-run, six-strikeout outing with last batter he faced to earn his
first save of the season and put
a scoreless fourth inning.

Worcester away.
Decker praised his deep pitching staff, saying that "when
healthy, it's a strength of ours [...]
if we can keep guys healthy, we're
gonna be pretty good."
As of Monday, March 12,
Trinity is the only NESCAC East
team whose season has begun and
therefore sits atop the standings.
Wesleyan, in the NESCAC West,
opened the season with back-toback losses.
The Bantams look to continue their winning ways on their
Spring Break trip to Fort Myers,
Fl. (also Spring Training home of
the Major League Boston Red
Sox and Minnesota Twins) with
games against Haverford College,
Babson College, North Central
College,
Plymouth
State
University,
Fredonia
State'
University, and NESCAC rival
Hamilton College.
When
they return
to
Hartford, the Bantams will play
at Springfield College on March
27 at 3:00 p.m.

By LAUREN TURLIK
NEWS EDITOR

After a successful fall season
and intense winter training regimen, the Men's and Women's
Crew teams anticipate a strong
and victorious spring season.
Both teams will remain on campus during spring break in preparation for their toughest schedule
to date.
Last fall, the Men placed two
crews in the top 10 at the prestigious Princeton Chase. The Men
also won a medal at the Head of
the Charles Regatta. Two boats
were entered, one in the
Championship Eight and the
other in the Collegiate Eight
event. It was the second varsity
eight that collected the bronze
medal for Trinity this year.
Currently, the men's program
is at an all-time high in participation with over 50 student athletes
on the team.
The men's impressive rowing
history has earned them a chance
to compete against Division I
schools. "As a result of the efforts
of the last three years we have
received invitations to race on a
Division I level to complement
our Division III schedule. [...] this
is probably the best prepared
team of the three previous
squads," said men's Head Coach
Larry Gluckman.
Expectations are high for the
seniors. - an -both- the men's and
women's teams, but they have
already proven their capabilities as
leaders. "I believe the most important part of this season is recognizing the important contribution

that the Class of 2007 has made
to
Trinity
Rowing,"
said
Gluckman. "The men and women
in this class have been wonderful
[...] and have completely energized
the rowing program. They have
met every challenge and have
some unique performances which
will only be repeats for other classes in the future."
The women's team, on the
other hand, is dominated by sophomores and freshman. "I give a lot
of credit to our seniors and juniors who put a lot of effort into
building a more cohesive team.
We have 25 sophomores and
freshmen and I'm not sure they
realize how good they can be just
yet - spring training in Hartford
will be a great step for them," said
women's Head Coach Wes Ng.
Last fall, the women raced
strongly in the Princeton Chase
and Head of the Charles. They
also placed third and 11th in the
Head of the Housatonic Regatta
earlier in the season.
Gluckman and Ng look forward to the final races of the season. "My goal for the team is to
have every crew have their best
performance in their last race of
the season. [...] We were last year's
overall points Champions, for
men's and women's combined,
and we want to do the same this
year," said Ng.
The team members are excited
about spring training. "We are
looking forward to training on
campus and Timothy's Black
Magic cake," said menJs coxswain
Matt Owyang '07. Timothy's will
cater for the hungry athletes during their on-campus training week.

M. Lacrosse Beats Salve
Regina in Season Opener
continued from page 24
loss of Chad Burdette '06 to grad~
uation will hurt the team as he was
cipline and organization in order also a top scorer on the team last
to win games. The Bantams posted year with 23 goals, but Mountain
a 6-7 record last year and came one should fit right in to replace him
game shy of a NESCAC as the third attacker in the
Tournament berth.
Bantams' offense.
T
h
e
The
next
Bantams'
game on the
strength this year
schedule for the
will probably he
Bantams will be
in its defense,
this Wednesday
with three capat
Western
tains — John
Connecticut
Barber '07, Owen
State University
Cahill '08, and
in
Danbury,
John DiBianco
Conn, at 4:30
'08 - and Palma
p.m.lead
the
solidifying the
team in that catback. Up front,
egory. Kahn was
the
Bantams
also second on
have another trio
the team in the
of
impressive
assists category
players
that
with 18 and led
should make the
the team in
team fun to
points with 44.
watch this year.
The loss of
Tedeschi
and
Erin Cnner Chad Burdette
Curtis Kahn '07 An opposing player plays on enemy turf. '06 to gradualast year scored
tion will hurt
26 and '25 goals, respectively, to the team as he was also a top scorlead the team in that category. er on the team last year with 23
Kahn was also second on the team goals, but Mountain should fit
in the assists category with 18 and right in to replace him as the third
led the team in points with 44. The attacker in the Bantams' offense.

Inside Sports:
Equestrian Team,
page 22
Babe Ruth Myths,
page 20
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Women's Lax Baseball Rides Offense to Doubleheader Sweep
Upsets SeventhRanked Colby
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
For those who believe in omens,
Saturday's upset win over the Colby
College Mules was certainly a promising
sign for the Trinity Women's Lacrosse
team.
The Bantams topped the seventhranked Mules 10-7 in their season opener,
which is a great way to assuage any of the
angst about playing this season without
Head Coach Kara Tierney, who is on
leave for the semester. Two-year assistant
coach Kate Perine is taking over the reins
for the Bantams this year, and will be
helped out by Anne Parmenter, who generally patrols the sidelines for the
Bantams' Field Hockey team, and assis- A Worcester State player slides headfirst, only to be tagged out by Trinity. The Bantanis swept the Lancers in
tant coach Emily Grannon.
the third, but Trinity brought the game
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
In addition to three more than capaSPORTS EDITOR
within one on RBI doubles by first baseble coaches, the Bantams have a wealth of
man Ben Silvanic '07, who batted .340 last
leadership in senior co-captain attack
Lauren Malinowski, who played a huge
The Trinity Baseball team opened their season, in the second and fourth, scoring
role in Trinity's seven unanswered first- 2007 season with two promising wins in a juniors left fielder Matt Stafford and third
half goals that put the game out of reach doubleheader against the Worcester State baseman Guy Gogliettino, Jr., respectively.
Sophomore catcher Sean Killeen,
for the Mules. After Colby came out College Lancers on March 10 at Baseball
whose .362 batting average and team-high
strong, scoring the game's first two goals Heaven in Yaphank, N.Y.
in trie first two minutes of the first half,
The Bantams won the first game of ttie 30 RBI earned him the title of team MVP
the Bantams came roaring back, rattling day in blowout fashion, 15-4, thanks-both-' -last-years* hit-'a two-run homer to open an
off seven straight goals over an 11-minute to impressive pitching and stellar hitting. eight-run fifth inning for the Bantams, in
Junior righthander Chandler Barnard, which sophomore second baseman Ryan
span of time.
"During our seven goal run, our returning for a second year on the mound Piacentini doubled in a run, Silvanic
mindset was to continue capitalizing on after his freshman season as an All-New earned an RBI on a fielder's choice, and
our transition game and being in the dri- England infielder, spun six innings of Wood knocked in four with his grand
ver's seat dictating the tone of the game," eight-strikeout baseball, allowing eight hits, slam.
four runs., and one walk. Freshman right
"You never know the result when you
Malinowski said.
Malinowski certainly did her part in fielder Jim Wood, whose grand slam in the put together a lineup, especially in Game
dictating the tone of the game by netting fifth inning put the game out of reach for One, especially with a freshman, but he
three of her four goals during the the Lancers, went 1-5 with two runs scored was in there for a reason," Head Coach
Bill Decker said of Wood. "He's a guy we
Bantams' seven-goal run. After halftime, and four RBI from the nine-hole.
Worcester got the scoring started early thought could come in and give somewith a run in the first inning and two in thing right away. He's worked very hard,
see MALINOWSKI on page 21

www.trincoll.edu
a double header Saturday by scores of 15-4 and 8-6.

and the sky's the limit for him [...] we put
him in the nine-hole because he has great
speed and we wanted to take the pressure
off him a little as a freshman and let him
see some better pitches."
Barnard gave one back on a double
and an RBI single in the sixth — his last
inning of work — but Trinity made up idi
it three times over on an RBI single by
Gogliettino, an unearned run on an error
by the Worcester right fielder, and a sacrifice fly by Silvanic.
Freshman Derek Anderson came on to
pitch the seventh and eighth innipgsf
recording two walks, no hitSj and two
strikeouts. Righthander Dan Meehan '08
gave up one hit in a two-strikeout ninth
inning to close out the win for the
Bantams.
Trinity won the nightcap by a much
closer score of 8-6. Wood struck again with
see WOOD on page 23

Mountain, Tedeschi Score Five Apiece in M. Lacrosse Home Win
ByJONSIMONIAN
SENIOREDITOR
The 2007 season began well for the
Trinity Men's Lacrosse team with a 14-4 victory over the Salve Regina Seahawks this
past Saturday at Jessee/Miller Field. The
Bantams controlled the play of the game
throughout, never trailing and not allowing
a goal over the past 37 minutes of the game.
The Bantams were anchored in the back
by goalie Alex Palma '09 who made 10 saves
for the game and made all seven of his save
attempts in the second half. His offense wa's
able to take 11 more shots than the
Seahawks did, in large part because they
were able to control the ball for a much
longer period of time than their opponents
could.
Rob Mountain '09 and Kris Tedeschi '08
were the offensive stars for the Bantams on
the day, with five goals each. Mountain also
added two assists to his total while Tedeschi
recorded three. Mountain led the charge out
of the gate for the Bantams with four goals
in the first quarter, three of which came
within two minutes of each other. His first
goalwas scored after 4:14 had elapsed and
was answered less than a minute later by
Salve Regina's Ryan Comerford to tie the

game at one. However, just about five minutes after the Seahawks responded,
Mountain scored three in a row to push the
Bantams' lead to 4-1 in the blink of an eye.
Just before the end of the period, each team
scored once more — the Bantams' goal came
from Sean Delaney '09 — to leave the score
5-2 going into the second quarter.
Salve's Ryan Hoffman opened the scoring in the second period with a goal less
thari a minute into the quarter, but Trinity
responded 10 seconds later with a goal by
Ray Mooney '10 to preserve the Bantams'
three-goal lead. About four minutes later,
Mountain scored the last of his five goals,
with the assist going to Tedeschi, as did two
of Mountain's other goals. Salve responded
with a goal at 7:30, but that would be their
last as Tedeschi then took over the show
where Mountain left off. Tedeschi's first
goal came with 6:06 left in the second period with an assist from Chris Walsh '07. The
Bantams went into halftime leading 8-4 and
that was as good as it was going to get for
Salve after that.
Coming out of halftime, Tedeschi continued to dominate, scoring the first two
and final two goals of the half. A man-down
goal by Walsh at the end of the third period
and then an even-strength goal by Sam

Erin Caner

The Men's Lacrosse team rushes towards the goal in a game versus Salve Regina last Sat., March 10.

Slater '08 in the fourth period would make
the final score 144. Adam Cox '09 had two
assists in the game — one on Slater's goal
and another on Tedeschi's second goal —
and Plarper Cullen '10 notched the assist on
Mountain's first goal to round out Trinity's
scoring chart.
The second half of the game was

emblematic of what the Bantams should be
doing all year: playing solid defense and
being able to out-work other teams late in
game. Head Coach James Finlay, who is
entering his second season in that role, and
his staff of assistants stress conditioning, dissee M. LACROSSE on page 23

